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INTRODUCTION
In the United States today, the constantly growing population 
and a steady migration of people from rural areas to cities and from 
the interior of the cities to the outskirts place an ever-increasing 
demand upon local and state governments for additional and improved 
services. A growing populace with a rising standard of living requires 
more and improved roads, enlarged and improved schools, extended and 
modernized water and sanitation systems, enlarged and more highly 
developed police and fire protection systems, increased economic secur­
ity for the aged, and modernized correctional and mental Institutions.
The local and state governments' responsibilities necessarily 
require more and more revenue; accordingly, these governments are con- 
standly probing for sources of revenue yield. This involves, among 
other actions, a continuous search for ways to obtain greater collec­
tions from taxation and exhaustive efforts to establish the optimum 
tax mix. Local governments, in particular, run into increased diffi­
culties, because most local tax bases generally and historically have 
been narrowly concentrated on the property tax.
This increased demand for services and the resulting search for 
additional revenue has intensified the argument concerning the rela­
tionship between state and local tax differentials and state economic 
growth.
One highly vocal group insists that state and local taxes sub­
stantially affect the ability to save for investment purposes and that 
they deter decisions to invest; this group argues that taxes affect
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the locational decisions of manufacturers and other businessmen. Ac­
cording to this group’s reasoning, differentials in state economic 
progress over the past several years are inversely associated with the 
differentials in state and local tax burdens.
An opposing group argues that these "anti-tax” conclusions are 
erroneous— that state tax burdens at the levels which have existed his­
torically have had inconsequential effect upon locational decisions and 
state economic growth. According to this group"s reasoning, economic 
activity is based, in general, upon considerations far more important 
than the levels of state tax collections.
Adding impetus to the controversy has been the increasing ten­
dency for state and local governments to give tax concessions and other 
inducements designed to influence decisions made by business executives. 
Table 1 demonstrates that as of 1962 fourteen states authorized property 
tax exemptions, and they were available illegally in fifteen states. 
Nineteen states authorized the issuance of bonds (revenue, general 
obligation, or both) to help finance industrial plants.
This study proposes to investigate the actual relationship be­
tween state and local taxes and state economic growth, and to determine 
whether or not states with relatively lower state and local tax burdens 
have prospered compared to others.
Chapter I reviews much of the literature devoted to investiga­
tions and articles concerning this subject. Vital and interesting 
points, summaries and conclusions are given as presented by each con­
tributor. Although Chapter I is not designed to express specific 
agreement or disagreement with each of the various views, a very few
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
TABLE 1. Property tax exemptions available to new and expanded
industries, 1962
Direct County and city
property tax bonds for “Sub rosa“ Other
exemptions facilities? tax state
State to new or General conces­ financial
expanded Revenue obliga­ sions?! assist­
industry? tion ance? 2
Alabama Yes-10 yrs.^ Yes Yes 0 . 0 NoAlaska Yes-5-10 yrs. No No o o o YesArizona Nob No No No No
Arkansas Yes-7 yrs.^ Yes Yes o o O NoCalifornia No No No No No
Colorado No Yes No No NoConnecticut No No No No YesDelaware No6,11 No No Yes YesFlorida No No No Yes NoGeorgia No Yes No No YesHawaii Yes-5 yrs.7,1! No No NoIdaho No No No Yes NoIllinois No Yes No Yes YesIndiana No No No No NoIowa No No No No No
Kansas No ^ .  
Yes-5 yrs.o
Yes No No NoKentucky Yes Yes « o o YesLouisiana Yes-10 yrs.° No Yes o e • No
Maine No No No No YesMaryland Yes!0 No Yes No
Massachusetts No!! No No No No
Michigan No No No Yes No
Minnesota Hois
Yes-10 yrs.
No No No No
Mississippi Yes Yes • o o No
Missouri No . Yes Yes Yes No
Montana Yes!b No No No
Nebraska No Yes No No No
Nevada No!5 No No No No
New Hampshire No.,No!o No No No YesNew Jersey No No No NoNew Mexico No Yes No No No
New York No!! No No Yes Yes
North Carolina No No No Yes No
North Dakota No Yes No No No
Ohio No No No No No
Oklahoma Yes-5 yrs. Q Yes No 9 0 0 YesOregon Yes-2 yrs.!° No No e 0 o NoPennsylvania No!! Yes No Yes Yes






to new or 
expanded 
industry?















Rhode Island Yes-10 yrs. No No Yes
South Carolina Yes-5 yrs.19 No No 0 0 • No
South Dakota No No No No No
Tennessee No Yes Yes Yes No
Texas No No No Yes No
Utah No20 No No No No
Vermont Yes-10 yrs. Yes No Yes
Virginia No22 No No Yes No
Washington No No No Yes No
West Virginia No No No Yes Yes
Wisconsin No Yes No Yes No
Wyoming No No No No No
Because of the difficulty in determining just what a tax exemp­
tion tax is and the impossibility of getting complete and accurate 
information on what is being done in all states, this list is in all 
probability incomplete. No attempt is made to specify whether states 
authorizing property tax exemptions for new industries also grant exemp­
tions sub rosa.
^Indicates states which insure plant mortgages, lend money to 
community development corporations that build plants for leasing to 
industry, or give other similar assistance.
^No exemptions from school taxes. Land is not exempt from any
taxes.
^Exempts all manufacturers' inventories.
^Applies only to textile mills.
^Ih i960 Delaware repealed its law granting a 10-year exemption 
for new industrial real estate. Ch. 278, Delaware Laws of 1959.
^Applies only to pulp and paper mills.
®Only municipalities can give exemptions. Raw materials, goods 
in process and manufacturers® machinery for all industries are exempt 
from local taxes but subject to state levy.
^No exemption from school taxes.
T-OLocal taxing jurisdictions may grant full or partial exemption 
of manufacturers® machinery, equipment or inventories for limited or 
indefinite period. Several jurisdictions use 10 years. One exempts 
manufacturing real estate for 10 years.
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Table 1. (Continued)
^^Personal property of all incorporated manufacturers is exempt 
in Massachusetts. In Delaware, Hawaii, New York and Pennsylvania per­
sonal property of all taxpayers is exempt,
1951 law provides for permanent lower assessments on the real 
estate of new refineries.
^^Mississippi also exempts for all industries finished goods in­
ventories in hands of manufacturers, and property "in transit" is exempt 
while stored in the state. Such property may be divided, broken in bulk, 
labeled and relabeled or repacked without losing exemption.
^New industrial property assessed at 1% of full cash value for 
3 years, thereafter at 30^ which is ratio for real estate and for manu­
facturing and mining machinery. Other "classes" are assessed at ratios 
from 20% to 100#.
^^Has "freeport" law under which goods shipped into state and 
destined for later shipment out of state are exempt while stored in the 
state. The goods may be "assembled, bound, joined, processed, disassem­
bled, divided, cut, broken in bulk, relabeled, or repacked" while in 
storage without losing exemption.
^^Inventories of raw materials, supplies and small tools of manu­
facturers are exempt. Other inventories assessed at a ratio one-fourth 
the ratio applied to other taxable property,
^^Only municipalities may grant this exemption. Further, all 
textile mills are permitted to pay an "in lieu" tax of one-tenth of one 
percent of value of products manufactured,
^^Applies only to buildings under construction, Oregon also has 
"freeport" law which exempts goods stored in transit and permits such 
goods to be "assembled, bound, joined, disassembled, divided, cut, bro­
ken in bulk, labeled, packaged, relabeled or repackaged,"
^^This exemption does not extend to school taxes. In addition. 
South Carolina has "freeport" law which exempts property stored in a 
warehouse while in transit and permits such property to be "assembled, 
bound, joined, processed, disassembled, divided, cut, broken in bulk, 
relabeled or repackaged" while in storage,
^®Has "freeport" law which exempts property held in state 9 months 
or less for assembly, manufacturing, processing, or fabricating purposes 
if shipped into the state and destined for shipment out of state.
Only municipalities may grant exemptions,
^^Inventories of all manufacturers taxes by state at 75 cents per 
$100 of value and are totally exempt from local taxation.
Source; ¥. A. Johnson, "Industrial Tax Exemptions: Sound Invest­
ment or Foolish Give-away," National Tax Association Proceedings, 1962, 
pp. U33-3U.
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specific critical comments are made where there are gross errors of 
omission or logic.
The remainder of the study is an empirical inquiry into the re­
lationship between variances in state economic growth and variances in 
state and local taxation. Simple correlation and regression techniques 
are employed in an attempt to determine whether deviations in indexes 
of state growth (dependent variables) are reliably associated with devi­
ations in indexes of state tax burden (independent variables). The 
inquiry involves U8 states and covers two periods, 19h7 through 19^h 
and 195U through 1962. All basic data and information used in the em­
pirical inquiry were obtained either from governmental documents or from 
books and articles published by reputable publishing houses.
The greater part of the analytical studies made over the years which 
deal with this controversy indicate that business concerns actually base 
their location decisions on factors other than the size and burden of a 
particular state * s tax structure— and that state and local tax levels 
do not serve as predictors of economic activity and progress. The em­
pirical evidence obtained from the analysis in our inquiry upholds this 
conclusion. Nothing in the results supports the concept that "high" 
taxes have retarded industrialization and overall economic activity or 
that "low" taxes have served as a basis for state economic growth. The 
results of our inquiry would seem to indicate that state-by-state dif­
ferentials in business expansion and overall economic progress have 
depended on factors far more fundamental than the mere existence of 
state and local tax differences.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER I 
A REVIEW OF SOME OF THE LITERATURE
The effect of state and local taxation and preferential tax 
treatment upon locational decisions, business expansion, and state 
economic growth is highly controversial and has resulted in the pro­
duction of a host of studies, articles, monographs, and books addressed 
to the subject. The advocates have employed a variety of methods which 
include both empirical and theoretical approaches— with which to arrive 
at their conclusions.
One type of empirical approach employs questionnaires to ascer­
tain the determinants of firm expansion or relocation. Questionnaires 
in some instances are specifically designed to determine the influence 
of taxes upon business expansion or locational decisions. In other 
cases, a large number of considerations are listed and the firm is 
asked to rank each in order of the importance it plays in decision 
making.
Another empirical approach uses statistical analysis to deter­
mine the relationship between state and local tax burdens and economic 
growth. This technique normally involves the establishment of certain 
measures of economic growth and tax burden for a given number of states. 
Then some sort of statistical comparison is made to determine whether 
or not a significant correlation may be shown to exist between economic 
growth and the level of state and local taxation. Some of these under­
takings are definitive tax burden/economic growth inquiries. Others
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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are addressed to the broader problem of determining the relationship 
between several presumed economic growth determinants and one or more 
measures of economic growth.
A third approach, which may be either theoretical or empirical 
in nature, involves the use of cost analysis in an effort to show 
whether or not state and local taxes, as an element of cost, are large 
enough to play a significant role in Influencing decisions concerning 
firm expansion or relocation. Many of the empirical studies use busi­
ness firms as a vehicle of analysts. Some use actual firms operating 
in more than one state. Others set up hypothetical firms in a variety 
of localities and states where the tax structures are different, and 
then attempt to compute the tax burden in each instance in relation to 
total cost, total value added, operating revenues, or profit. These 
tax burden values may then be related to the level of industrial devel­
opment in each state to determine whether "high” business taxes have 
restricted economic growth.
Investigations by these various methods have resulted in con­
flicting conclusions concerning both the effects of state and local tax 
burdens upon business expansion and economic growth, and the validity 
and wisdom of the competition in which states and localities have en­
gaged in an effort to attract and hold industry.
An intensive review of the literature reveals that most of the 
analytical contributors agree, in general, upon the major considerations 
which affect industrial location— such as markets, supply of raw mater­
ials (especially for supply oriented industries), supply of qualified 
labor, fuel supply, transportation facilities, and/or overall costs.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Maiçr writers conclude that psychological factors, other personal factors, 
accident of residence, and other fortuitous circumstances serve import­
ant roles in location decisions.
Some investigators conclude that state and local taxes must be 
considered major influences upon business executives making decisions 
pertinent to business expansion or relocation. Others feel that the 
evidence furnished by their research demonstrates that differentials in 
state and local taxation have negligible effect upon locational decisions 
and industrial growth. According to some investigators even though taxes 
do not ordinarily play the major role, they may in special cases serve 
as deciding factors in determining business location and expansion.
Many writers allege that there are special problems connected 
with an anti-business image. Some of the authors insist that the tax 
climate, as a part of the overall business image, or general business 
reputation, causes business to exclude from consideration some states 
and localities. Others conclude that the importance of this factor is 
minute. Almost all of those on all sides of the controversy agree that 
fears generated by the possible effects of an adverse business climate 
or unfavorable image upon location decisions have an enduring influence 
upon state and local tax legislation.
Surveys
Several studies have sought through the survey method to deter­
mine from businessmen themselves why they choose a particular location 
or make the decision to expand. Earlier in the chapter, a distinction 
was made between the two types of survey inquiries2 those inquiring
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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about the general factors affecting location and those specifically 
asking about tax influences. An excellent example of the latter is 
an inquiry conducted by Professor William D. Ross, who at that time 
was Dean, College of Commerce, Louisiana State University.^ The 
express purpose of the survey was to determine the usefulness of 
exemptions in the Louisiana economic development program. The study 
covered exemptions granted between December, 19U6, and June, 1950. 
Analysis of the survey (questionnaire) data suggested that out of a 
total of $355,121,753*60 in exempted investments, only $25,000,000 
would have been lost— in other words would not have been invested in 
Louisiana— had the exemptions not existed.
Three conclusions emerged from this studyE
1. Tax exemption as a device for inducing new Industrial 
expansion which would not otherwise occur has produced 
meager results in Louisiana.
2. The cost of the program in terms of lost revenue is 
out of proportion to the direct results obtained.
3* The ten-year industrial tax exemption program for new 
industry in Louisiana should be re-evaluated.
hi commenting on these results at the 1957 National Tax Associa­
tion's annual conference Professor Ross made the following statement.
With only rare and questionable exceptions, those who have 
sought to determine the effects of tax differentials on indus­
trial expansion through the use of valid or empirical methods 
have failed to discover a demonstrable correlation between 
these differentials and industrial development.2
^William D. Ross, "Tax Concessions and Their Effect," National 
Tax Association Proceedings, 1957, pp. 217-221.
2lbid.
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Ross also brought out two interesting reasons for the persistence 
of concessions and state and local tax differentials as a means to at­
tract industry: first, that even though there is no conclusive evidence 
that "high" taxes are driving out industry, such might be the case if 
the differentials were great enough; and secondly, that even though 
taxes are a secondary consideration in plant location decisions, a tax 
differential or concession may be decisive when other considerations 
are equal.
yiy own conclusions, based on the empirical data and analysis of 
this study, bear out those of Ross' study, i.e., rapid increases in 
industrialization have not been linked with lower than average taxes.
Ifost other surveys reviewed inquired about the general factors 
affecting location and expansion. Representative of this type is a 
survey conducted in 1950 by the Institute for Social Research, University 
of Michigan.^ The objective of the study was to establish the best ways 
to promote Michigan and advance its Industrial position. The report, 
which was based upon personal interviews with a representative sample 
of approximately 200 manufacturers, included an investigation into im­
portant considerations pertaining to plant location.
In this Michigan study, the six most important location factors 
in the order given by the interviewees were:
1. Distance to markets.
2. Distance to material.
3. Productivity of workers.
ii. Prevailing wage rates.
5. Attitude of the community.
6. Transportation facilities.
3Institute for Social Research, Industrial Mobility in Michigan 
(Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan, T9^0), P« 1.
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Local taxes ranked eleventh in importance; state taxes ranked 
fourteenth out of a list of 2lt factors in the location questionnaire.^
In 19^2, Professor John D. Garwood of Kansas State College con­
ducted a general survey study of the location processes employed by 116 
firms that located in Colorado and Utah from January, 19li6, through 
April, 19^1.^ Most of the data were obtained by personal interviews 
with officials and owners of the firms. Information derived from the 
survey pointed to five major economic forces responsible for attracting 
these firms to Colorado and Utah. In order of importance, these forces 
were markets, materials, labor, available sites and plant facilities, 
and climate. Other determinants, secondary in nature, were the need 
for decentralization and non-economic considerations. According to 
Professor Garwood, tax costs were hardly considered in the locational 
"analysis" employed by the firms involved in the survey. Company offi­
cials had only a vague idea of the state and local tax structures of 
Colorado and Utah. Garwood's conclusions were that the tax structure 
of a community has little to do with locational decisions and industrial 
development. Furthermore, to lower taxes in an effort to gain new in­
dustries may result in lowering revenues; at the very same time new 
industries are likely to require additional public expenditures for 
increased public services.
^Ibtd., p. 72. Although not pointed out by the authors of this 
report, it would be illogical to consider taxation unimportant based 
upon these results. Even though local taxes were eleventh in import­
ance, the ratio of the importance of local taxes to the most important 
factor (distance to markets) was 6ii percent. The ratio in the case of 
state taxes was 57 percent.
5John D. Garwood, "Taxes and Industrial Location," National Tax 
Journal, 5î368-369, 1952.
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Using a personal interview approach, Alabama Polytechnic Insti­
tute's Professor Melvin L. Greenhut, in 19^1, queried the management 
of eight small post-World War II firms in Alabama to determine prime 
location considerations. The findings highlighted the importance of 
personal factors:
Five of the eight spokesmen stressed personal considerations 
as the dominant factor in their location; another mentioned 
this force as the secondary specific determinant.6
The remaining two firms used more traditional criteria in making their
determination. One chose to minimize cost; one emphasized market as
the prime determinant. The author gave no indication that state and
local taxes played any part in the location decisions.
In 1959, Professor Greenhut conducted a survey study of 752
7plants that had located in Florida in 1956 and 1957* The objective 
of the survey was to ascertain which factors business executives deemed 
most important in attracting the firms to Florida. The survey concluded 
that U88 of the 752 plants used access to markets or anticipation of 
growth of markets as the general location factor; 16U of the firms cited 
access to markets or anticipation of growth as the second factor causing 
the firm to locate in Florida; and 72 referred to access to present and 
potential markets as the third most important consideration. In total, 
the access to present or potential markets was noted as a first, second.
Kelvin L. Greenhut, "Observation of Motives to Industry Loca­
tion," Southem Economic Journal, 18:227, October, 1951.
7Melvin L. Greenhut, "An Empirical Model and a Surveys New Plant 
Locations in Florida," Review of Economics and Statistics, (1959), p. 
436. ^
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oor third factor 72k times. Freight cost savings on the final product 
and on raw materials were next in importance. Other cost factors (which 
included state and municipal taxes) proved to be of little importance 
when these plants made their decisions to locate in Florida.
These findings are very similar to conclusions reached earlier by 
Professor Greenhut in his book. Plant Location in Theory and Practice.̂  
Here he broke down the factors determining plant location into two broad 
categories: cost and demand. Even though taxes are considered as a pro­
cessing cost, Greenhut found state and local taxes to be relatively 
unimportant in the location decisions. Given the governing factor, tax 
considerations in specific instances may determine the location, but 
this does not deter Professor Greenhut from the conviction that tax in­
centives and concessions are not significant factors in location, and 
that therefore there is little correlation between tax loads and indus­
trial development.
An Oklahoma study conducted in 19^h is unique because it directly 
joins academicians with the business community in an effort to determine 
factors which influence economic growth. Professor Francis R. Celia and 
other members of the faculty of the University of Oklahoma combined with
^Ibid., p. ]|37. It is interesting to note that the findings are 
in marked contrast to those from the earlier study by Professor Greenhut 
wherein five spokesmen out of eight stated that personal considerations 
were dominant in determining location. Professor Greenhut, noting this 
disparity in results, stated: "Possibly the difference in focus was the
main influence, since in the earlier study interest is centered on the 
specific location, while in the later study the forces bringing the firm 
to the state are of central interest,”
^Melvin L. Greenhut, Plant Location in Theory and Practice (Chapel 
Hill; 1956), pp. 137-139.
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the Oklahoma Business Executives Research Committee to determine which 
forces have Influenced manufacturers to locate in Oklahoma and what 
Impelled other manufacturers to by-pass Oklahoma in favor of other 
s t a t e s . T h e  data for the study were obtained by questionnaires which 
were mailed to industrialists who located new plants subsequent to World 
War II, either in Oklahoma or in the nearby states of Texas, Louisiana, 
Mississippi, Arkansas, and Kansas.
In an ordering of plant location factors by firms in the survey 
area, taxes were ranked twenty-fourth out of 3h factors considered.
The most important location factors were stated to be availability of 
product markets, wages and salaries, abundance of general labor supply, 
labor's willingness to "put out" a full day's work, and workers' happi­
ness and well-being. As a point of Interest, according to the opinions 
expressed by some industrialists in Oklahoma, efforts to increase busi­
ness and industrial taxes have an unfavorable influence on the minds 
of industrialists. "Unfair" taxes on business, they state, drive 
industry away and retard industrial development, but in the more speci­
fic responses to the questionnaires, this assertion is not borne out.
As a means of determining the general locational determinants 
of "footloose industries,an economist with the Stanford Research 
Center, Professor Robert G. Spiegelman, conducted, in 1963, a specialized
R. Celia, Factors Affecting gidustrial Location in the South­
west (Normans University of Oklahoma, 1951*), pp. 5”2li.
^^The term "footloose" is applied to industries whose location 
is not dictated by the necessity of minimizing transportation costs for 
either output or material inputs ; therefore, these industries have no 
strong locational pull either to markets or supply.
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1 2and revealing sm*vey of the precision instrument industry. The pat­
tern of responses to questionnaires revealed that personal considera­
tions were the most important factors in determining location. Other 
important considerations were availability of professional staff and 
availability of labor of required skill or ability. Markets, supply, 
transportation costs, and taxes play an insignificant part in the loca­
tion process.
Statistical Studies
In 1938, Professor George A. Steiner of the University of Illinois 
conducted a statistical study to determine the relationship between tax 
burdens and industrial development. The Steiner study covered two 
periods, 1922 to 1929, and 1929 to 1935» and emcompassed nine states 
(Michigan, Illinois, Ohio, Wisconsin, Indiana, New York, Pennsylvania, 
Minnesota and Massachusetts) chosen for special analysts upon the basis
13of their tax burdens, geographical contiguity, and industrialization. 
Twelve indexes or tests were used to compile a composite index of indus­
trial development as a whole and also of manufacturing development as a 
part.̂  Ten indexes or tests were used to compile a composite tax burden
^^Robert G, Spiegelman, "Location Characteristics of Footloose 
Industries," Land Economics, ^(1):8L, February, I96Î4,.
^^Geerge 0, Steiner, "The Tax System and Industrial Development," 
Bulletin of the National Tax Association, 23(It)§98-101, January, 1938.
^^Ibid., p. 100. Indexes of industrial developments 1) percentage 
growth in population; 2) percentage increase in total social income; 3) 
percentage increase in total per capita social income; it) percentage 
increase in total social income less farm income; 5) percentage increase 
in net income less deficits of all corporations; 6) percentage increase 
in per capita wealth; 7) percentage increase in kilowatt hour sales to
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comprised of the general tax burden and the tax burden upon manufacturing 
corporations.
According to Professor Steiner, the composite indexes employed in 
a series of simple comparisons failed to reveal, in either period, any 
significant association between either manufacturing development or in­
dustrial development and the level of taxation.
In conjunction with this definitive tax inquiry. Professor Steiner 
ran a survey of 30 major industries to ascertain major locational deter­
minants.^^ Results of the survey indicated that the most common factors 
that influence plant location are markets, labor, and transportation. 
Other locational factors of somewhat less importance, yet vital in the 
location decision processes, were shown to be power and fuel costs, 
available factory buildings, mergers and consolidations, and rents. As
commercial customers; 6) percentage increase in net income of manufac­
turing corporations; 9) percentage increase in value of product added 
by manufacturers; 10) percentage increase in value of products of manu­
facturers; 11) percentage increase in wage earners in manufacturing 
establishments; 12) percentage increase in wages paid in manufacturing 
establishments.
15Ibid. Indexes of the general tax burdens 1) increase in total 
state and local tax collections; 2) ratio of per capita total state and 
local taxes to per capita social income, 1928-29-30 and 1933-3U; 3) 
ratio of per capita total state and local taxes to per capita wealth, 
1929 and 1932; h) percentage increase of per capita property taxes; 5) 
absolute volume of per capita property taxes, 1929-30 and 1933-31*; 6) 
ratio of per capita property taxes to total per capita state and local 
taxes, 1928-29 and 1933-31*; 7) ratio of total state and local taxes to 
net profits of all corporations, 1926 to 1929 inclusive; 8) percentage 
increase in the ratio of total state and local taxes to net profits of 
all corporations, 1922-2lt inclusive and 1928-29 inclusive.
Ihdexes of tax burdens upon manufacturing: 1) ratio of total 
state and local taxes to net profits of manufacturing corporations, 
average of four years, 1926 to 1929, and 1933; 2) results of a hypo­
thetical corporation test for the years 1927 and 1935.
^^Ibid., pp. 101-102.
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in the statistical study, taxes were demonstrated to be of little im­
portance In determining site location. Professor Steiner concluded:
The results of this investigation can give but little 
comfort to those with the more extreme views concerning the 
migrating character of manufacturing capital and the effect 
of tax differentials upon such movements. . . . There is no 
question but that taxation might cause movements of marginal 
firms located in uneconomic places. On the whole, however, 
in interstate and interregional shifts of manufacturing estab­
lishments, taxation has been but a minor locational determinant.
Tax systems existing in the nine states surveyed have not 
appreciably served to cause industrial migration. They have 
not fostered industrial development in prosperous years and 
have not prevented drastic industrial contraction in depression.
The causes of such situations are much more fundamental thantaxes,17
William A. Johnson, Commissioner of Revenue, State of North Caro­
lina, in a 1962 presentation to the National Tax Association, also argued 
that state and local taxes have little effect upon the locational deci­
sions of business and branded tax concessions to business firms for the 
purpose of luring them to selected sites as foolish giveaways. He pre­
sented inductive evidence and cited previously conducted surveys to
T ftsupport these conclusions. He made a state-by-state tabulation of 
the percentage of increase and the per capita increase of value added 
by manufacture during the period 19li7-191̂ 8. A comparison of these val­
ues with exemptions and concessions did not reveal any direct correla­
tion between liberal tax treatment of manufacturers and value added by 
manufacture, either on a percentage or per capita basis. In fact, not 
one of the eleven states having the greatest percentage of increase in
^7ibid., p. 110.
^®Williara A. Johnson, "Industrial Tax Exemptions: Sound Invest­
ment or Foolish Give-away," National Tax Association Proceedings, 1962, 
pp. ii21-li32.
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value added by manufacture granted legally authorized tax exemptions* 
Only two of the eleven had "bond programs'* and the evidence indicates 
that there was little use made of these programs during the period 
under study.According to Commissioner Johnson, the major determin­
ants of plant and industrial location are accessibility to markets, 
wages, labor supply, and raw materials* A tax exemption or other con­
cession, often temporary in nature and seldom of relative consequence, 
cannot— except under unusual circumstances— override these more basic 
economic factors.
Commissioner Johnson, expressing strong doubts as to the advis­
ability of tax exemptions and concessions, suggested the following 
significant arguments to be considered by any state or community which 
embarks upon an industrial development program based upon special in­
ducements to industry: 1) Continued use of exemptions and concessions
endangers our economic system (which is based upon free enterprise) 
and drives an opening wedge for the socialization of our basic indus­
tries, 2) Concessions, inducements, and exemptions are all in the 
nature of a form of class legislation, which could easily open the door 
for more serious and far-reaching legislation that would favor one group 
over another* 3) Furthermore, new industries require additional ser­
vices, Therefore, in addition to the increased financial burden involv­
ing concessions, there is also an additional community-bome expense 
for the required public services. At the same time that the require­
ments for services are increasing, the relative tax base is decreasing,
l^These are programs wherein the individual states provide direct 
loans to manufacturers and/or insure credit from private sources*
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resulting in increased demands for revenue from those who remain unsub- 
sidized. U) Exemptions in one state may force still greater exemptions 
in another, and the ultimate results may be industrial warfare between 
states and localities. 5) The use of concessions in the form of tax 
exempt bonds threatens tax exemption principles enjoyed by state and 
local governments and may result in the abolishment of this exemption 
by the federal government. 6) At the same time, rising government cre­
dit for underwriting corporate enterprise could, in the case of a 
depression, result in financial catastrophe for both the government 
and the private sector, and could permanently impair the confidence of
the public in state and municipal bonds.
A more elaborate statistical investigation of the relative growth
in the states and the relative tax burdens was conducted, in 1956,
at the University of Iowa, by Professor Clark C. Bloom with the assist-
20ance of Albert A. Montgomery. The inquiry was basically a tax study 
which did not isolate other determinants of economic growth. Employing 
simple correlation analysis, the authors compared growth in manufacturing 
employment and capital outlays of manufacturers to state and local tax 
collections and growth in these tax collections in the periods 1939-1953 
and 19li7-1953. The computations demonstrated that higher per capita
levels of state and local taxes have not been associated with slower
rates of manufacturing development. On the other hand, the computations 
revealed that per capita state and local taxes as a percent of per capita
Og. c. Bloom and A, A, Montgomery, State and local Tax Differ­
entials and the Location of Manufacturing (Iowa City: State University 
of Iowa, 1956), pp. 12-157"
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personal income tend to be lower where manufacturing looms more import­
ant. According to the authors, this result is brought about by higher 
income in manufacturing areas, not from lower taxes. The authors drew 
the following major conclusions.
1. Higher state and local tax collections per capita are 
not associated with slower rates of growth in manufac­
turing employment.
2. Higher service levels which generally accompany higher
tax levies per person logically serve to encourage
growth and thus to offset the depressive impact of tax 
collections.
3. Taxes levied directly upon manufacturers are relatively 
light and of minor inqjortance when compared to other 
factors which impinge upon earnings.
Probably the most sophisticated statistical study to date was
made in 19^7 and 19^8 by Professors Wilbur R. Thompson and John M. Mat-
22tila of Wayne State University. This is not a definitive tax study, 
but rather an attempt to analyze the forces which influence state growth.
The inquiry, which covers the 1*8 states and the District of Columbia
over the period 19h7-19^h, uses employment in 20 manufacturing indus­
tries as the index of industrial development. (The estimated average
annual change in the number of workers employed in each of the 20
23manufacturing Industries made up the dependent variables.)
^^Ibid., p. UO.
^^Wilbur R. Thompson and John M. Mattila, ^  Econometric Model 
of Postwar State Industrial Development (Detroit: Wayne State University 
Press, 1^9), pp. 3-11.
^^The specific dependent variables describe the estimated average 
annual change in the number of workers employed in the following indus­
tries: 1) food and kindred products; 2) tobacco manufactures; 3) textile- 
mill products; 1*) apparel and related products; S) lumber and products ;
6) furniture and fixtures; 7) paper and allied products; 8) printing and
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According to the authors, employment was chosen as the index of 
industrial development because "good data were readily available" and 
also because "the number of jobs won or lost is an important index of 
community welfare." Sixteen presumed determinants of Interstate differ­
entials in industrial growth were selected as independent variables 
To complement the first analysts the authors made a second, parallel 
analysis which was couched in rates of change. In the second analysis 
the dependent variables and independent variables all appeared as rates 
of change or ratios. (Independent variables numbers lit and 1^, as indi­
cated in footnote supra were deleted in the rate of change analysis.)
publishing industries; 9) chemicals and allied products; 10) petroleum 
and coal products; 11) rubber products; 12) leather and leather products; 
13) stone, clay, and glass products; lit) primary metal industries; 1^) 
fabricated metal products; 16) machinery, except electrical; 17) elec­
trical machinery; 18) transportation equipment; 19) instruments and 
related products; and 20) all manufacturing.
^^Ibld., pp. 2-11. The selected independent variables in the 
first instance were? 1) average annual change in state population, 
19itO-U7; 2) average annual change in state personal income, 19^0-47;
3) average annual change in state personal income, 19h$~hQ‘, L) average 
annual change in total manufacturing employment, by states, 1938-^7;
2) expenditures for new plant and equipment in all manufacturing indus­
tries, by states, 19U7; 6) average annual number of patents and designs 
issued to residents, by states, 19ii6-l*8; 7) state and local taxes as a 
percent of state personal income, by states, 1923; 8) estimated state 
and local taxes paid by non-agricultural business per employee, ty 
states, 1923; 9) average hourly earnings in manufacturing industries, 
by states, 19h9; 10) estimated trade union memberships as a percent of 
non-agricultural employment, by states, 19U7; 11) median years of school 
completed by persons 22 years old, and over, by states, 1920; 12) number 
of persons 22 years old and over who have completed four or more years 
of college, by states, 1920; 13) total staff, institutions of higher 
education, by states, 19L7-Ü8; lii) average annual number of selected 
patents, by industry, issued to residents, by states, X9hl~hQi 12) ex­
penditures, by industry, for new plant and equipment, by states, 19l|7;
16) employment, by industry, by states, 19h7>
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The study used simple and multiple correlation and regression analysis 
to ascertain the nature and degree of the functional relationships.
This national statistical growth study concluded that state and 
local tax levels have no significant effect upon employment growth;
State and local tax differentials, whether expressed more 
generally as a per cent of state income or more specifically 
as taxes paid by business per employee, appear to have no 
measurable effect on interstate differentials in employment 
growth in any of the twenty manufacturing industry groups.
. . . The presumption is that either government provides a 
rough quid pro quo of services in return for taxes paid or 
that state and local taxes are relatively unimportant costs 
of doing business. But these results in no way prejudice the 
question of the tax sensitivity of narrower industry classes 
than the ones adopted or the intrastate locational effects of 
local tax differentials.2?
The conclusions by Thompson and Mattila are closely related to 
the author's statistical findings in the empirical part of this study; 
i.e., large increases in personal income, value added by manufacture, 
and capital expenditures by manufacturers for new plant and equipment 
do not appear to be associated with lower than average state and local 
taxes.
Cost Analysis
Another highly interesting approach which can be employed to 
determine whether or not state and local taxation affects business 
expansion or relocation is cost analysis. Emphasizing this cost-of- 
doing-business approach, economists Jesse Burkhead and Donald C. Steele, 
in 19^0, made the following statement.
^^Ibid., p. 73.
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Regardless of the hopes and fears of the combatants in the 
continued struggle over the level of state business taxation, 
there can be little doubt that the important element is the 
cost of doing business— both present and anticipated— and that 
this is the underlying determinant of migration and locationof industry,26
Most all of those using the cost analysis approach in an effort 
to find certain answers relative to the controversy submerge the tradi­
tional factors of supply, labor cost, transportation costs, and taxes, 
into an overall cost consideration.
One group of those engaged in this controversy contends that 
reduced costs, increased sales, and efficiency resulting from a favor­
able location based upon a careful analysis of all factors will more 
than offset any disadvantage arising from unduly high state and local 
taxation. This group also attaches high importance to psychological and 
personal considerations and to special gains involving market selection 
and sources of raw material and labor, and argue that state and local 
taxation is not significant as a portion of overall costs. Furthermore, 
they say, any significance it might have is further reduced because all
state and local business taxes are deductible in calculating federal 
27income taxes.
Others employing the cost analysis approach argue that, when non­
tax costs are approximately equal among various possible sites, tax
2^Jesse Burkhead and Donald C, Steele, "The Effect of State Tax­
ation on the Migration of Industry," Journal of Business, 23s16?,
July, 19^0c
27This point, although not fallacious, is misleading. The simple 
truth is that all costs are reduced as a result of deductibility, and 
state and local taxes are not unique in this respect. The relative bur­
den of each cost remains the same.
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differentials may be large enough to be the determining factor in the 
choice of location. The argument continues that, even though state and 
local taxes represent only a small part of overall costs, the burden of 
such taxation does differ from state to state. The group which employs 
this general line of argument feels this tax difference is of high im­
portance because at the same time that forces are working toward regional 
and national equalization of labor and capital costs, the benefits of 
location near raw materials or markets are fast being reduced by cheaper 
and faster transportation. They also feel that differences in taxes 
tend to originate in the differences in social and economic conditions 
existing among various areas and localities, and that these differences 
are likely to be reasonably permanent— all of which underscore their 
theory that state and local tax costs heavily influence investment 
decisions.
In 1928, the National Industrial Conference Board conducted an 
extensive examination of the fiscal Issues and problems in New York 
State,During the course of the study an effort was made to determine 
the distribution of the tax burden. Part of this exercise involved the 
drawing up of a financial statement for a hypothetical manufacturing 
corporation. The tax rates of New York and eight other industrial 
states then were applied to this hypothetical manufacturing corporation. 
The results indicated that New York was one of the more heavily taxing 
industrial states. The results also demonstrated that the taxing sys­
tems of these nine industrial states bore unequally upon manufacturing
^^National Industrial Conference Board, The Fiscal Problem In 
New York State (New York: 1928), pp. 117-121.
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enterprise. Even though no attempt was made to correlate these tax 
differentials to industrial development, the study nevertheless con- 
concluded that such differentials may have an important influence upon 
location decision. The N.I.C.B. offered words of caution concerning 
the course of future tax legislation in New York States
While such discriminating differences in corporation tax 
burdens between competing industrial states may not be the 
determining factor in influencing the location of new indus­
tries or in causing a shift of established industries, they 
are frequently an important factor in such development» New 
York at present imposes a heavier tax burden upon its corpor­
ations than do margr of the competing industrial states. The 
existence of this discrimination in tax burdens should be a 
deterrent against further increasing it. Future tax legisla­
tion should, if possible, avoid adding additional tax burdens 
to the present cost of New York corporate business.^9
Economists Jesse Burkhead and Donald C. Steele disagree with the 
N.I.C.B, findings. They argue that state and local taxes are such a 
minor part of business costs they can have no effect on locational deci­
sions— if businessmen act rationally and estimate their costs with 
reasonable precision. The authors based their conclusions on the results 
of a study of Pennsylvania state corporation taxes, which Included the
corporate income tax, the capital stock tax for domestic corporations,
30and its counterpart, the franchise tax for foreign corporations. They 
took their information from a random sample of 889 corporation tax re­
turns for 19U7 selected from the files of the Pennsylvania Department 
of Revenue. (All inactive corporations and those not reporting income 
for 19li7 were excluded, leaving 612 from which data were derived. )
It was found that for 612 corporations the 19U7 state corporation taxes
29ibid., pp. 120-121.
^^Burkhead and Steele, 0£. cit., pp. 167-172.
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amoTinted to an average of percent of the total cost of doing busi­
ness (A 19L6 computation cited by the authors amounted to approxi­
mately the same value.) Citing this evidence, as well as the results of 
other studies, the authors concluded that the differentials which exist 
in state and local tax systems are unimportant in the location decision* 
Nevertheless, the threat of migration, hanging heavy over the heads of 
the legislators, often results In tax legislation favorable to businessg
The recent withdrawal of a prominent textile concern from New 
England and its announced intention to move to Puerto Rico to 
secure tax concessions (and other advantages) may have more effect 
upon the level of state and local taxes on business enterprise 
than all the quantitative analysis of economists.32
At the 19?7 annual conference of the National Tax Association,
Wayne State University's Wilbur R* Thompson, using the Burkhead and Steele 
study as support, as well as data derived from the Governor's Minnesota 
Tax Study Committee^^ and the Minnesota Department of Taxation, declared
3^It is interesting to note that many of the participants who 
feel state and local taxes are not a significant determinant in indus­
trial location consider the burden of taxation in terms of its percentage 
of overall business expenses, rather than as a percentage of profit* In 
an article, "Some Difficulties with the Measurement of Comparative Tax 
Burdens,” National Tax Association Proceedings, 1961, p* 158, Professor 
Reuben Z. Zubrow of the University of Colorado (who expresses some doubt 
about all the systems used to measure the importance of taxation on 
business location) argues that expressing the total tax burden as a per­
centage of profits before tax is much more meaningful than expressing 
the tax burden as a percentage of total business expense. Professor 
Zubrow pointed out that in a Colorado study it was found that the total 
amount of Colorado state and local taxes paid by i|700 corporations in 
1958 averaged only 1.0 percent of their total gross operating revenues 
and 1,8 percent of their total business expense, but the tax-profit 
ratio was about 12.5 percent.
32Burkhead and Steele, loc, cit.
33Report of the Governor°s Minnesota Tax Study Committee (St.
Pauls 195lt). The average state and local tax cost total cost ratio for 
all industries as derived from the "Minnesota study" was disclosed to 
be 0.85 percent. The state and local tax cost total cost ratio for 
manufacturing was 0,82 percent.
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that state and local taxes as a portion of overall costs are insignifi­
cant in determining industrial location. On the other hand, the author 
found that labor, transportation, and fuel were highly important con­
siderations in determining location. From the standpoint of costs, 
fuel's locational role was determined to be three times that of state 
and local taxes; transportation's role was determined to be somewhat 
greater than that of fuel, and labor's role fourteen times that of state 
and local taxes.
Earlier, in 19U3» Duke University's Professor Wilford J, Eiteman 
had conducted an inquiry into the effect of franchise tax costs on in­
corporation decisions. His conclusions were that franchise tax costs 
have a negligible effect upon the decisions to incorporate in any given 
states
If we assume that other location factors such as freight 
rates, access to raw materials, and nearness to markets are 
favorable to the high-tax state, franchise taxes neither 
encourage nor discourage incorporation in that state. If 
these factors are unfavorable to location in the high-tax 
state, an absence of all franchise taxes would not be enough 
to attract industries there.
In a presentation to the National Tax Association at its 1951 
annual conference. Professor Joe S. Floyd of the University of Florida 
argued that state and local taxes as a percentage of overall costs are 
significant in the decisions concerning industrial location. According
^Wilbur R, Thompson, "Importance of State and Local Taxes as 
Business Costs," National Tax Association Proceedings, 1 9 5 7 , pp, 1 8 5 -1 8 9 .
^^Wilford J, Eiteman, "Effect of Franchise Taxes Upon Corporate 
Location," Southern Economic Journal, 9t2hO, January, 19ii3«
^^Joe S. Floyd, "The Effect of State and Local Taxes Upon the 
Selection of Industrial Locations," National Tax Association Proceed­
ings, 1 9 5 1 , pp. k37-hh$o
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to Professor Floyd, the first consideration for any firm in the location 
process is to determine the market the plant is to serve. Then comes 
the site choice which rationally is determined by costs
Site choices, if made rationally, are determined by cost 
factors, since gross revenues are fixed by market conditions 
and therefore are identical at all sites within the market area.
Thus total profits will be maximized by the selection of the 
site from which the firm can serve its chosen market at the 
lowest possible cost.3?
Professor Floyd readily agrees that if higher than average taxes 
are offset by superior government services which do not benefit compet­
ing non-taxed firms, the "high" taxes have little influence on the com­
petitive position. However, according to Floyd, higher than average 
taxes on industrial firms usually result in lower than average taxes on 
individuals. It follows that superior services are not forthcoming.
The argument continues that industry often faces another serious problem 
which relates to an over-supply of services not required by industry. 
Floyd reasons that high expenditures on schools, public welfare, and 
highways often do not directly benefit industry--particularly over the 
short range.
If one concurs with Professor Floyd*s concepts it would seem to 
follow that state and local taxes have a direct effect upon total costs 
and will influence the rationally made locational decisions of business 
executives. According to Floyd, the Importance to location is intensi­
fied because these tax costs do vary, whereas many other costs are 
uniform, i.e., strong forces constantly work toward an equalization of 
labor, capital, and various other input costs. Also adding to the
37ibid.
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importance of tax differentials is the ease with which the tax cost var­
iation can be determined. Finally, Floyd reasons that these differentials 
are based upon deep-rooted social and economic conditions involving the 
distribution of population and resources, and, therefore, they are rela­
tively permanent.^®
To determine the degree of the differential in state and local 
tax burdens upon business, Professor Floyd studied the tax costs of 
various firms. This involved computing hypothetical tax bills for iden­
tical firms located in different communities in many different states 
scattered across the United States. Examination of the tax data of the 
selected urban-based hosiery company revealed that the actual difference 
between the highest and lowest state and local tax bills constituted 2 
percent of the firm's sales and li.76 percent of its net worth. For the 
rural-based hosiery company the difference between the highest and low­
est tax bills was equal to l.li5 percent of its sales and 3.37 percent 
of its net worth. The difference between the highest and lowest state 
and local tax bills for the selected urban-based fwniture company was 
3.U0 percent of sales and 7.L2 percent of net worth. For the rural- 
based furniture company the difference between the highest and lowest 
tax bills was 1.72 percent of its sales and 3.75 percent of its net 
worth. According to Professor Floyd, tax differentials of this magni­
tude could influence site location.
Russell L. Hendricks, manager of the Tax Division, the Proctor 
and Gamble Company, in a presentation to the 1957 annual conference of
^ The concept that state and local tax costs are relatively 
fixed— and not subject to the same forces that tend to equalize other 
factor costs— is subject to question.
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the National Tax Association, emphasized the effect of state and local
taxes on locational decisions. Business should be strategically located
with regard to source of raw materials, location of markets, and labor
supply, but the location must also be advantageous from the overall cost 
39standpoint, In analyzing the cost factors, business must consider 
transportation, prevailing wage rates, fuel, power, and water costs, 
property values, construction costs, and state and local tax costs. Ac­
cording to Hendricks, state and local tax costs must be given ever-greater 
emphasis in the locational analysis because, relative to other costs, 
state and local taxes are increasing.
According to Mr. Hendricks, a state's tax structure should be 
carefully examined and evaluated prior to the formulation of ar̂ r busi­
ness expansion or location decision. Taxes of interest are corporation 
income taxes, franchise taxes based on Income, franchise taxes based on 
capital, property taxes, sales and use taxes, unemployment insurance 
taxes, license and privilege fees, and other miscellaneous taxes. There 
must be a "spirit of cooperation" between the taxing jurisdiction and 
business. State and local officials must insure that their tax struc­
ture is such that business will desire to operate there. Business 
officials must, prior to location, consult with chambers of commerce 
and other state and local institutions to gain an insight into their 
"attitudes" toward business and to ascertain the character of the over­
all business climate.
39Russell L. Hendricks, "The Influence of State and Local Taxes 
on Locational Decisions," National Tax Association Proceedings, 1957» 
pp. 191-200.
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Chief of Research Paul A. Herbert of the Michigan Economic Devel­
opment Department, in addressing the National Tax Association at its 
1961 annual conference, also stressed the state and local tax cost in 
making locational decisionsAccording to him, taxes had little to do 
with the early development of this country's industries; however, in 
recent years intense competition has developed for industry, and at the 
same time, the need for government services has increased and the re­
quirement for tax revenue has increased accordingly» Thus, Herbert says, 
every businessman should examine closely the state and local tax burdens 
along with other costs, present and future, before making locational 
decisions,Pointing out that even though the state and local tax 
costs are not the only ones that vary, he emphasized that these costs 
may vary relatively more sharply than others,
Herbert provided a final note of interest regarding the effect of 
taxes on location:
It must be recognized that an increase in taxes will not 
immediately drive an industry out of a community» Regardless 
of the size of the increase it will add relatively little to 
the cost of doing business— certainly much less than the loss 
in immediately liquidating a large fixed investment in land 
and buildings, or the cost of moving equipment to a new loca­
tion and the cost of the work interruption. However, high taxes 
will more immediately affect decisions in reference to the ex­
pansion of an industry,
^ Paul A, Herbert, "The Effects of Taxation on Business Location 
and Development in a Highly Industrialized State," National Tax Asso­
ciation Proceedings, 1961, pp, 161-167.
^^Recognized as additional locational determinants were certain 
non-economic factors, of which accident of residence is highly import­
ant, Many industries or firms are established and remain in a community 
because the owners like to live there,
^^Herbert, 0£, cit., p. 16?,
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In a continuation of the thesis that taxes should be of major 
importance in location decisions, Leonard C« Yaseen, a senior partner 
of Fantus Factory Locating Service (1956), explains national plant 
location from the standpoint cf market~and-costo^3 Given the market, 
the eventual site should be the place where the total cost is least, 
assuming that the industry is socially and economically acceptable to 
the communityo Yaseen gives due recognition to the tempering effect of 
federal taxation upon the impact of state and local taxes. Nevertheless, 
the consideration of Importance should not be state and local taxes in 
isolation but the cumulative effect of these and other costs. Unfavor­
able state and local taxes, according to Yaseen, can in association with 
other costs cause plant relocation.
Yaseen stated that tax rates are not a measure of the type of 
services rendered by a locality. Therefore, services should be care­
fully checked. In seeking a new plant location, cost and reliability 
of power, gas, water, rail and truck motor carrier service, workmen's 
condensation insurance, and all local and state taxation must be thor­
oughly examined. Every business executive must know whether the tax 
dollar is buying the desired measure (neither too much nor too little) 
of community services in the way of fire and police protection, schools, 
roads, sewage disposal, and other facilities. Yaseen stateds
When all facts are known, the investigator should be in a 
position to assign a relative value to all production and dis­
tribution cost components. Raw materials, labor, utility
b^Leonard C. Yaseen, Plant Location (New Yorkg American Research 
Council, 1956), p. 5.
bblbid., p. 108.
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costs, transportation, taxes, and plant overhead will then be 
seen in their true proportions.
After the investigator has charted his market and has ascertained 
the geographic and cost implications of the necessary raw materials, 
labor requirements, power, fuel and water, and the effect of state and 
local taxes, Yaseen suggests a further examination of the community 
attitude as expressed in productive aggressiveness, law systems, law 
enforcement, overall state of discipline, and cultural development.
When all these factors have been weighed, then a company can make sig­
nificant judgments about tax costs relative to overall costs.
In 1958, Professor Alan K. Campbell employed the hypothetical 
firm technique (in concert with an analysis of state and local taxes as 
a percentage of gross sales) in an investigation of the Influence of 
taxation upon locational decisions in the New York metropolitan region. 
For purposes of this study, the region comprised 22 counties in three 
states; New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut. This area comprises a 
great number of state and local taxing jurisdictions characterized by 
many different rates and bases. The methodology involved setting up 
25 hypothetical firms, each of which was located in each of 6h locations 
in all parts of the region. State and local taxes, including real and 
personal property taxes, corporate income taxes, corporate franchise 
taxes, gross receipts taxes, and unemployment compensation, were com­
puted as accurately as possible. Tax levels in the various locations
h^ibid., p. 10.
^^Alan K. Campbell, "Taxes and Industrial Location in the New 
York Metropolitan Area," National Tax Journal, ll(3)s200-209, September, 
1958.
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showed a wide range of difference. Professor Campbell stated that this 
is not due to a difference in state taxes, but to a difference in local 
taxes. The primary locational determinant of tax costs seemed to be 
population density”-the larger and more populous a given area, the 
higher the taxes were. Accrodlng to Campbell, the results demonstrated 
that the combination of sparse population and highly concentrated use of 
property generally brings low levels of taxes.
Campbell concluded that if a company is making location decisions 
based upon rational considerations, different companies, depending upon 
their financial structure, will find their tax advantages at different 
locations. But, in general, to the extent that tax cost in the region 
does influence location, it will cause firms to move from central and 
large cities to less densely populated cities. However, the actual cost 
of taxes^^ compared to gross sales, as Professor Campbell sees it, indi­
cates that taxes are a secondary consideration in location choices
Picture a hypothetical firm with sales of one million dollars 
and you get a state and local tax cost of $2U,000 at one loca­
tion and $7,000 at the other extreme. If all other factors 
could be assumed equal, it follows of course that differences 
within a range of this size would influence location decisions.
But other factors push in various ways and are often bigger than 
tax cost. When other costs move in the same direction as taxes, 
the tax cost will give additional impetus to the force they 
exert. In most studies based on the interview technique indus­
trialists tend to agree that taxes are a secondary consideration 
in the location choice, and the actual cost of taxes revealed 
here would tend to indicate the correctness of the view,^”
^^Average tax cost for the 25 firms was about 1.5 percent cf 
sales. The ratio swings from 2.U percent at the location with the 
highest taxes to .7 percent at the location with the lowest taxes.
^^Campbell, o£. cit., p.209,
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Miscellaneous Contributions
The tax manager of Union Carbide Corporation, Paul W, Smith, in 
a presentation to the National Tax Association annual conference in I960, 
stated that items of importance to industry in making expansion and 
location plans are taxes, labor climate, transportation facilities, 
water power, and building c o s t s . H e  emphasized that when business 
and industry are contemplating expansion or relocation, state and local 
taxes are the subject of careful consideration, and pointed out that 
those states and localities that expect to attract new industries must 
insure that enabling tax legislation is effected.
Smith stressed the importance of a healthy business climates
State and local fiscal policies contribute substantially to 
what we call the business climate. For economic progress, it is 
vital that a healthy climate be maintained. Depending upon this 
factor are business decisions regarding plant location, expansion 
of plant, equipment turnover, policies regarding warehousing and 
inventory, purchasing policies, sales offices, etc.^
Smith also points out that state and local taxes are viewed as 
one package; therefore, states should be aggressive in coordinating 
state and local tax policies.
Charles P. McKeon, tax counsel for the California Company, in an 
address to the National Tax Association during its 19h9 conference, em­
phasized the influence of state income taxes on business location.
^9paul W. Smith, "Local Permissive Taxes: An Industry Viewpoint,'* 
National Tax Association Proceedings, I960, pp. L^3-b63.
^Qjbid., p. k63.
^^Charles P. McKeon, "The Effect of State Income Taxes on Busi­
ness ," National Tax Association Proceedings, 19^9, p. I81i.
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He declared that unsatisfactory legislation or administration of state 
income tax laws will cause business to relocate or forego expansion in 
the state or locality responsible. Drawing attention to "heavy" tax 
burdens which business cannot overlook, he warned that those legislatures 
and industrial commissions possessing foresight and vision will gather 
facts upon which to base a fair and equitable tax structure and an indus­
trial policy which will attract and hold industry.
Similar warnings against the effect of high taxes on business 
expansion and economic development were given to the state of Wisconsin 
in I92U by the National Industrial Conference Boards
In the field of special corporation taxation, as well as in 
the field of general property taxation, the policy and practice 
of Wisconsin tend to encourage the removal of large and pros­
perous concerns to adjoining states and to prevent large and 
prosperous enterprises from location in the state--a situation 
fraught with significant and far reaching potentialities.52
At the 1938 conference of the National Tax Association, Univer­
sity of Wisconsin Economist Harold M. Groves emphasised that any possi­
ble location advantage based on tax differentials and tax exemptions
dowould be relatively minor. First, he pointed out that the ratio of 
state and local tax burdens compared to the federal tax burden or to 
other costs is small. Secondly, he cited certain surveys and statisti­
cal studies, all of which failed to find a positive correlation between 
tax differentials and industrial development. Professor Groves recog­
nized the vital part the fear of relocation plays on the actions of
^^National Industrial Conference Board, The Tax Problem ±n Wis­
consin (New Torkg National Industrial Conference Board, 192UT7 P° 76T
^3Harold M. Groves, "The Effect of Tax Differentials and Tax 
Exemption Upon the Relocation of Industry, " National T ^  Association 
Proceedings, 1938, pp. 3S7-366.
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state legislators and city councils as regards the formulation of tax 
statutes and the development of overall tax systems for municipal, 
state, and local governmentso He statedg
There never has been a debate concerning the adoption of a 
state income tax in any state so far as the speaker knows, 
where the threat of industrial migration did not play a large 
part in the deliberation. If state legislatures are quite 
conscious of legislative incentives as a factor in industrial 
development, city councils are even more so. Recently the 
newspaper in a small city in Wisconsin published the following 
editorial comment, "It takes money to attract industry. With 
cities all over the countiy holding out large morsels as tempt­
ing bait, every industry is an economic sucker if it does not 
seek a city which gushes forth alms in order to get the company 
to locate there,
Professor Groves expressed serious doubt that the granting of 
incentives and concessions in order to woo industry is an advisable 
practice. At any rate the municipality or state must determine, in 
every case, whether or not the firm eventually will be able to stand 
on its own financial feet and pay satisfactory wages and taxes. He 
implied that concessions and special inducements are inequitable and 
discriminating— that they must be borne by those who often do not re­
ceive the immediate benefit from them:
It should be observed , , , that tax concessions and other 
inducements are at the expense of tax payers who do not receive 
them. In some cases they may be at the expense of taxpayers 
who compete directly or indirectly with the recipient of favors.
In any event they are at the expense of the general taxpayer—  
the homeowner, wage-eamer, merchant, professional men, and to 
a lesser extent the f a r m e r ,55
He concluded that were only one locality or community to follow 
the practice of granting concessions, the results for that community
5Uibid,, pp. 560-561, 
55ibid,, p, 566,
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could be favorable. However, concessions and the resulting favorable 
differentials in one community are followed by bigger concessions In 
others. Cutthroat competition and full scale economic warfare may 
result. The question arises as to when and where the competition will 
stop.
In 1961, Hofstra College Economist Marvin E. Lee presented to 
the annual conference of the National Tax Association a paper devoted 
to the effect of tax Incentives upon the Industrial development of the 
Southeast,He stated that a major factor In formulating the locational 
decisions of a certain type of firm which has moved to the Southeast 
Involved the pursuit of low priced labor. At the same time, these firms 
satisfy their desire to disperse the labor supply as a means of reducing 
union strength. (Other types of Industries moving to the Southeast are 
supply oriented industries searching for water, timber, etc.) Professor 
Lee strongly suspects that the Intense effort expended to attract Indus­
try to the Southeast was unnecessary— that the migration was not a 
result of tax Incentives; rather, It was pretty much predeterminedj
One must draw the rather dismal conclusions that the indus­
trial programs followed by many state and local governments of 
the South, in which tax Incentives have been assigned a major 
role, were probably unnecessary to obtain relocation of the 
greater portion of the Industry which located there in the past 
several years.
Professor Lee concluded:
The people of the Southeast would obtain greater reward In 
recreating more equitable and democratically controlled taxing 
systems and by planned investment in their own potential and
^^Marvln E. Lee, "Tax Incentives and the Industrialization of the 
Southeast," National Tax Association Proceedings, 1961, pp. 173-1TÜ.
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and in their educational and public welfare institutions than 
they will find in continutog essentially unnecessary and 
wasteful tar competition.??
In 1961, Illinois Professor of Economics John F. Due reviewed 
many of the major studies concerning state and local tax influences on 
the location of industry. On the basis of this exhaustive review, he 
concluded that the level of state and local taxes has practically no 
effect upon the locational decisions of business executives.
Professor Due pointed out that the general business reputation, 
in which taxes and the tax structure play active roles, influences some 
business location decisions— but the overall effect is negligible. Nev­
ertheless, he says, the controversy concerning the effect of tax costs 
upon locational decisions often has a serious effect upon tax legislation. 
Many legislators fear that tax structures which displease businessmen 
will decidedly influence location and will result in economic stagnation. 
These fears are exaggerated through skillful propagandizing by business 
spokesmen.
Professor Due stateds
The result is a potential danger of cutthroat competition, 
and more seriously in fact, a major obstacle to reform of tax 
structures. In terror of driving business out, legislatures 
become unwilling to adjust taxes to levels necessary to meet 
the desires of the community for services, and to bring the 
tax structure in line with popularly accepted ideas of equity 
in taxation.59
57ibid., p. 17k.
^®John F. Due, "Studies of State-Local Tax Influences on Location 
of Industry," National Tax Journal, lk(2):171, June, 1961.
59lbid., p. 171.
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This chapter reviews some of the literature concerning the 
relationship between state and local taxation and business locational 
decisions and/or economic growth. Some groups involved in the argument 
conclude that businessmen make location decisions on the basis of tax 
costs and/or incentives— and that state economic growth is slower where 
taxes are higher. However, the preponderance of analytical studies 
agree that locational decisions are made for more fundamental reasons-» 
and that economic growth is not demonstrably associated with differen­
tials in state and local taxes.
With this background in mind, we set up the following model to 
be used in an empirical investigation of the subject— the results of 
which will either uphold or discredit the findings of the literature 
concensus*
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DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL FOR THE EMPIRICAL INQUIRY
Objective and Scope
This inquiry is an empirical attempt to determine the association 
between the differentials in state economic growth and the differentials 
in state and local taxation. The model employs data from U8 states 
during each of two periods: 19b7-19$L and 195L-1962. (Alaska and Hawaii 
are excluded because of the lack of data.) The selection of the years 
under study, 19U7-1962, and the breakdown into two periods, 19ii7-195U 
and 199U-1962, was not the result of an arbitrary decision. The year 
19U7 is the first post-World War II year for which reasonably sufficient 
data are available. The year 1947 also follows long enough after World 
War II to avoid most of the income, production, and fiscal distortions 
inherent in the war years. The year 1962 is the last year for which 
sufficient data are available. The two period model should prove mean­
ingful where there are changes in state and local tax burdens from the 
first period to the second period that "might" have had significant 
influences on economic growth. ̂ The employment of a two period analy­
sis also permits us to relate interstate economic growth differentials
^It may be argued that such changes are especially significant 
in cases where the changes in taxes between communities or between 
states are unequal. Even if the state and local tax burdens were to 
increase equally in each community and each state, it may be argued 
that these tax costs, as they become an ever-increasing percentage of 
total costs, will become more critical as a locational and growth 
determinant.
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In the second period to state and local tax burdens in the first period. 
An examination of the results reveals whether there is merit to the 
argument that tax burdens of an earlier period may have had significant 
effects upon the decisions of businessmen that did not "show up" Until 
later.
The Dependent Variables
The model measures growth through the use of three basic depend­
ent variable groupes change in personal income, change in value added 
by manufacture, and change in capital expenditures by manufacturers for 
new plant and equipment. (Pertinent definitions can be found on pages 
1U5-1U9 of this study.) A further breakdown of these dependent variable 
groups results in a total of eighteen variables which are used as indi­
cators or indexes of state economic growth.
Description of the Growth Indexes
I.- -
Change in personal income
T% Total change in personal income, by states, 19h7-19^ho 
Ï2 Total change in personal income, by states, 195U-1962,
Per capita change in personal income, by states, 19lt7-19^h.
Per capita change in personal income, by states, 195^-1962.
Percentage change in personal income, by states, 19ii7-195U.
Percentage change in personal income, by states, 195Ii-1962.
Change in value added by manufacture
YY Total change in value added by manufacture, by states, 
19U7-195U.
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Tg Total change in value added by manufacture, by states, 
1951t-1962.
Per capita change in value added by manufacture, by states, 
19li7-1951i.
Y^q Per capita change in value added by manufacture, by states, 
19$L-1962.
Y;l;L Percentage change in value added by manufacture, by states, 
19ii7-195U.
Yi2 Percentage change in value added by manufacture, by states, 
195U-1962.
Change in capital expenditures by manufacturers for new plant and 
equipment
Yi3 Total change in capital expenditures by manufacturers for 
new plant and equipment, by states, 19^1-19SL.
Y]ĵ  Total change in capital expenditures by manufacturers for 
new plant and equipment, by states, 195U-1962.
Y]_̂  Per capita change in capital expenditures by manufacturers 
for new plant and equipment, by states, 19^1-19SL°
Y^^ Per capita change in capital expenditures by manufacturers 
for new plant and equipment, by states, 195U-1962»
Y]̂ y Percentage change in capital expenditures by manufacturers 
for new plant and equipment, by states, 19Sl-19Sb°
Yi8 Percentage change in capital expenditures by manufacturers 
for new plant and equipment, by states, 19$b-1962.
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Rationale Employed In Selecting the Growth Indexes
One basis for selection common to all of the dependent variable 
groups was the availability of reasonably accurate raw data which could 
be used to calculate the specific dependent variables.
Change in personal income. Personal income received by the popu­
lace is the most comprehensive measure of economic activity and is,
also, universally accepted as the best indicator of overall economic 
welfare. For these reasons change in personal income is determined to 
be the strongest index of state economic growth.
Change in value added by manufacture. The economic activity of
most areas is based chiefly upon either agriculture or manufacture. At 
one time in the United States, agriculture was by far the most important 
industry, but the relative economic importance of agriculture has de­
clined. Net income in agriculture remains relatively static in the face 
of increased production and improved techniques; and larger investments 
in agricultural plant and equipment have decreased rather than increased 
employment. On the other hand, increased industrialization (increase 
in manufacturing) has become the basis for increased employment and 
prosperity. Manufacturing provides an initial economic activity and 
thus becomes the basis for secondary activities and businesses that 
locate where they can market their goods and services. It logically 
follows that an increase in value added by manufacture, which is a net 
measure of manufacturing production, should be an excellent index of 
state economic growth.
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Change In capital expenditures by manufacturers for new plant and 
equipmento In order to raise per capita income, productivity per laborer 
must be increased. Productivity per laborer can be increased through 
improved management techniques, advanced technology, economies of scale, 
improvement in labor force capability, and real capital accumulation 
(exemplified by expenditures of manufacturers for new plant and equip­
ment). The importance of the expenditure for new plant and equipment 
involves more than its monetary value j it serves as an index of the 
general attitude of the manufacturing and business community. A rela­
tively small outlay for new plant and equipment may indicate a generally 
pessimistic attitude on the part of the business community concerning 
the future marginal efficiency of capital. On the other hand, larger 
capital expenditures usually indicate that the businessmen are confident 
that the given state and community face continued prosperity. Such con­
fident expenditures may then become a basis for increased economic 
activity and thus serve not only as an index of current growth but also 
as an anchor for continued expansion. For these reasons we selected 
change in capital expenditures by manufacturers for new plant and equip­
ment as the third dependent variable group.
Because of the relative inexactness of the available raw data, 
change in capital expenditures by manufacturers for new plant and equip­
ment is the least dependable of the three growth index groups employed 
in this study. Data in some cases are withheld to avoid disclosing 
figures for individual companies; in other cases estimates are of lim­
ited reliability; in other words, standard errors of estimate are 
relatively high.
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Computing the Growth Index Values
With minor exceptions, data which represent the ‘“basic** variables 
were obtained from United States Bureau of the Census documents. These 
"basic" data were transferred to IBM cards and subsequently employed in 
the University of Montana IBM 1620 computer to calculate the growth 
index values (dependent variables) and the tax burden indexes (indepen- 
dent variables)»
An averaging technique, which is employed in the computation of 
the growth indexes, partially eliminates the possibility that unusual 
circumstances in any particular year in any state will skew the results, 
thus making them less comparable with values computed for other states»
3Computing the first index group values» First, annual personal 
income at the beginning of each period is compared with annual personal 
income at the end of each period to determine the change in each state» 
The amount of change is computed for each of the two periods on a total, 
percentage, and per capita basis.
In the first period the change in total personal income is calcu­
lated by subtracting the average total personal income for 19b6-b7-b8 
from the average total personal income for 1953“?ii-“55 o Change in total 
personal income for the second period is found by subtracting the aver- 
age total personal income for 1953-^1*”^^ from the average total personal
2See pp. l50-*l57 for the formulas enq>loyed and a description of 
the "basic'* variables, state subscript designators, and year subscript 
designators.
3gee Tables 2, 3> and 1$, pp. 60-6U, for the coit^ted values of 
through T5 »
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income for 1961-62-63.
The change in per capita personal income for the first period is 
calculated by subtracting the average per capita personal income for 
19b6-L7-b8 from the average per capita personal income for 19$3-5h-22, 
and in the second period by subtracting the average per capita personal 
income for 1953~51t-55 from the average per capita personal income for 
1961-62-63.
The percentage change in personal income for the first period is 
calculated by dividing the 19l&6-lt7-L8 average intp the- difference be­
tween the 19U6-U7-U8 average and the average. The percentage
change for the second period is calculated by dividing the 19$3-SL-$S 
average into the difference between the 1953-5U-^5^ average and the 1961- 
62-63 average.
Computing the second index group values.̂  Secondly, change in 
value added by manufacture on a total, per capita, and percentage basis 
is computed for each state for each of the two periods.^
The change in total value added by manufacture for the first 
period is calculated by subtracting the average total value added by 
manufacture for 191*7 and 19U9 from the average total value added by
bprlor to X9$6 the value added by manufacture as given in either 
the Annual Survey of Manufacturers or the Census of Manufacturers is an 
unadjusted value as defined on p. li*6 of this inquiry. Beginning in 
1956, this value is adjusted. The 1956 Annual Survey of Manufacturers 
gives both adjusted and unadjusted values for that year. A comparison 
of the two shows unadjusted value to be approximately 96,2^ percent of 
adjusted value. Therefore, prior to 1956 unadjusted values are divided 
by .9625 to obtain the desired adjusted values.
^See Tables 5> 6, and 7, pp. 61i-68, for the computed values of 
Ty through
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manufacture for and for the second period by subtracting
the average total value added by manufacture for 19^3-^h-^^ from the 
average total value added by manufacture for 1961-62.
The techniques for calculating per capita and percentage changes 
In value added by manufacture are the same as those used to determine 
these values for the first dependent variable group. We employ the data 
for the years Indicated In the above paragraph.
Computing the third Index group values.̂  Thirdly, change in 
capital expenditures for new plant and equipment by manufacturers In 
each state Is compiled for each of the two periods on a total, percent­
age, and per capita basis. However, new capital expenditures by manu­
facturers reported for 1951 and later dates are not directly comparable
7to values reported before that date. Accordingly, the us© of this 
growth Indicator begins, for the purpose of this study. In 1951. All 
calculations take this Into account.
The change In total capital expenditures by manufacturers for 
new plant and equipment for the first period Is computed by subtracting 
the average total new capital expenditures for 1951-52 from the average 
total new capital expenditures for 195&-55, and In the second period by
&See Tables 8, 9, and 10, pp. 69-73, for the computed values of 
through T^0.
^In the 19b7 Census and the 19b9 and 1950 Annual Survey, data 
on capital expenditures related only to manufacturing establishments 
that were In operation at some time during the report year. They did 
not Include expenditures Incurred during the year for constructing and 
equipping new plants not yet In operation, or for renovating Idle 
establishments. To close this statistical gap, such supplemental cap­
ital expenditures data for plant under construction were obtained In 
the 1951 Annual Survey and In each succeeding annual survey of manu­
factures and census.
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subtracting the average total new capital expenditures for 19SL-55 from 
the average total new capital expenditures for 1961-62o
The data used to calculate per capita and percentage changes in 
capital expenditures by manufacturers for new plant and equipment are 
for the years indicated in the paragraph above. We refer the reader to 
page i|8 of this study for techniques employed to calculate these two 
sets of variables.
The Independent Variables
The collection of any tax, including state and local taxes, 
whether or not there is a resulting equivalent expenditure by the gov­
ernment, may alter economic behavior. Taxes may increase or curtail 
consumption, cause the populace to save more or consume more, affect 
work incentives, alter the level and type of employment, alter the 
method of financing real investment, and affect the type and quantities 
of goods and services produced. (Pertinent definitions can be found on 
pages 1L5-1L9 of this study.)
However, the most important and overriding economic effects of 
taxes are those which bear upon the allocation of resources. Taxation 
can alter the allocation of resources through its effect upon production, 
or demand, or both. Business taxes, if not shifted, may affect the 
allocation of resources through cost. Consequently, either total out­
put or production patterns, or both, undergoes a change. Individual or 
consumer taxes, if not shifted, may affect the allocation of resources 
through a reduction in purchasing power and a change in consumption 
patterns. In either case, whether or not shifting occurs, the collection
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of tax revenues, with or without accompanying governmental expenditures, 
probably will result in the re-allocation of some resources» Therefore, 
the basis of any argument concerning the effects of state and local tax­
ation upon economic activity and economic growth must center upon the 
effect of this taxation upon the allocation of resources as reflected 
through the demand and supply of goods and services »
Accordingly, the independent variables employed In this inquiry 
should ideally take two forms: 1) those taxes actually borne by the con­
sumer and the individual, and 2) those taxes actually borne by the pro­
ducer or businessman. However, it is currently impossible to separate 
those taxes actually borne by the consumer and individual from those 
actually borne by the producer or businessman, A second solution per­
taining to the selection of Independent variables would involve a div­
ision which separates those taxes meant to be borne by the consumer and 
the individual from those meant to be borne by the businessman. Taxes 
meant to be borne by the individual and the consumer include collections 
derived from general sales taxes, the consumer's portion of motor vehicle 
license taxes and motor fuel taxes, the individual's portion of general 
property taxes, alcoholic beverage and tobacco product taxes, the indiv­
idual income tax, and various other taxes and licenses. Taxes meant to 
be borne by business include collections derived from corporate income 
taxes, franchise taxes, use taxes, the business portion of motor fuel 
and motor vehicle license taxes, occupation taxes, severance taxes, 
depletion taxes, the business portion of general property taxes, and 
other miscellaneous taxes. Data, in the most valuable form,would dif­
ferentiate between total state and local taxes collected from business
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and total state and local taxes collected from individuals and consumers. 
A tax-by-tax breakdown would also be helpful. However, total (composite) 
state and local tax collection data are available only on an aggregated 
basis and a general property basis? in other words, taxes collected from 
individuals and consumers are not segregated from taxes collected from 
businessmen. Data concerning discrete business tax collections are 
restricted to taxes imposed by the individual state governments and are 
limited to state corporate income taxes, license revenues collected from 
corporations in general, license revenues collected from occupations and 
business not elsewhere classified, and minor miscellaneous taxes.
Because of these limitations in the availability of data concern­
ing tax revenues the independent variables for this inquiry are divided 
into two primary groups based on 1) the burden of state and local taxes 
on the entire populace, and 2) the burden of certain state business 
taxes. In addition, a secondary group of variables comprises indexes 
which represent the burden of specific state tax collections and the 
burden represented by the very existence of particular state taxes. In 
order to afford an analysis of reasonable breadth it was decided to 
formulate 26 independent variables within the broad groups of presumed 
"determinants” of state economic growth.
g
Description of the Specific Independent Variables
oTotal state and local taxes for each state for 1953.
^Values of independent variables may be found in Tables 1 1 - 2 1 ,  
pp. 7I4-9I.
9If the reader wonders why the statistics presented use the year 
1953 for the first period, it is because state-by-state estimates of
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%2 Total state and local taxes for each state for 1953 pins 
1958.1°
Total state and local taxes for 1953  as a percent o f  total 
personal income for 1 9 5 3 , by states.
Total state and local taxes for 1953 as a percent of total 
personal Income for 1953, pins total state and local taxes 
for 1958 as a percent of total personal income for 1958, 
by states.
X^ Per capita state and local taxes for each state for 1953°
X5 Per capita state and local taxes for 1953, pins per capita 
state and local taxes for 1958, by states.
Xj Total state and local taxes for 1953 as a percent of total 
personal income for 1953 divided by per capita personal 
income for 1953, by states.
Xg Total state and local taxes for 1953 as a percent of total 
personal income for 1953  divided by per capital personal 
income for 1 9 5 3 , pins total state and local taxes for 1958  
as a percent of total personal income for 1958 divided by 
per capita personal income for 1 9 5 8 , by states.
total state and local revenues could be found only for 1953. We have 
assumed that Interstate tax differentials remained relatively constant 
over the years of the first period and thus the analysis remains rela­
tively accurate.
^^The first year in the second paeriod for which total state and 
local tax data are available is 1 9 5 8 . These data were combined with 
the 1953 data to determine the total state and local tax burden index 
used in the second period.
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Total state business taxes for each state for years 19^7 
through
Xio Total state business taxes for each state for years 19$h 
through 1962.
Total state business taxes for years 19^1 through 1951t as a 
percent of capital expenditures by manufacturers for new 
plant and equipment for years 19^1 through 19$kf by states. 
Total state business taxes for years 195U through 1962 as 
a percent of capital expenditures by manufacturers for new 
plant and equipment for years 19$U through 1962, by states. 
Total state business taxes for years 19^7 plus V9h9 through 
195U as a percent of value added by manufacture for years 
19b7 plus 19U9 through 19̂ it, by states.
X ^  Total state business taxes for years 19^h through 1962 as 
a percent of value added by manufacture for years 195ii 
through 1962, by states.
X%^ Total state and local property taxes for 1953 as a percent 
of total personal income for 1953» by states.
^16 Total state and local property taxes for 1953 as a percent 
of total personal income for 1953, plus total state and 
local property taxes for 1958 as a percent of total personal 
income for 1958, by states.
State business taxes for the purpose of this study include 
state corporate income taxes, license revenues collected from corpora­
tions in general, and license revenues collected from occupations and 
business not elsewhere classified.
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Total state general sales taxes for years 19U7 through 
195U as a percent of total personal income for years 19ii7 
through 195U, by states,
X^g Total state general sales taxes for years 195U through 
1962 as a percent of total personal income for years 195ij. 
through 1962, by states,
X19 Total state personal income taxes for years 191*7 through 
1951* as a percent of total personal income for years 19l*7 
through 1951*, by states,
X20 Total state personal income taxes for years 1951* through 
1962 as a percent of total personal income for years 1951* 
through 1962, by states.
Xg% Existence or nonexistence of a state personal income tax 
in 191*7, by states.
X22 Existence or nonexistence of a state personal income tax 
in 1955, by states.
X23 Existence or nonexistence of a state general sales tax in 
191*7, by states.
X2^ Existence or nonexistence of a state general sales tax in 
1955, by states.
X2^ Existence or nonexistence of a state corporate income tax 
in 191*7, by states.
X25 Existence or nonexistence of a state corporate income tax 
in 1955, by states.
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Special Considerations Involved in the Selection of the Tax Burden 
Indexes
Total state and local tax collections and X2), Total tax 
collections in one state may be fairly compared to total tax collections 
in another state only if the two states are reasonably alike in popula­
tion and income. Since there are always both population and income 
differences between states, a simple total of a given state's collec­
tions would not be an accurate indication of the burden of taxation upon 
industry and individuals, nor would it be a fair basis for comparison 
with other states. Therefore, it is necessary to reduce total tax col­
lections to some common denominator such as population, before they 
afford a reasonably precise measure of the tax burden, and before a 
state-by-state comparison makes sense. However, when we use total state 
and local tax collections as the numerator of a tax burden-growth ratio, 
and some state growth variable as the denominator, the result can be 
meaningful. One can also make a meaningful correlation computation 
involving a total state and local tax variable and a total state growth 
variable. It is only when the tax burden stands in isolation that the 
absolute value has limited meaning.
Total state and local tax collections as a percent of total per­
sonal income (X3 and X^). This is the most conventional form used to 
represent the tax burden— although it is subject to criticism. Econom­
ist Henry J. Frank of Princeton University statess "Taxes as a percent 
of Income do not indicate the efforts of a society to produce a given 
quantity of income. For instance, in a society where ten persons can
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produce the same amount as in another where fifteen persons are neces­
sary, the payment of a tenth of total production is less of a burden 
than on the members of the poorer society.However, because of its 
wide acceptance and relative reliability as a tax burden index, total 
state and local tax collections as a percent of the total personal in­
come becomes the independent variable most used in this inquiry.
State and local tax collections per capita (X^ and X^), Per 
capita state and local taxes are derived by dividing total taxes by the 
resident population. This measurement of the tax burden is widely used 
despite the fact that 1 ) each resident is assigned a value of one, re­
gardless of sex, age, or ability to pay, and 2) all states vary in the 
quantity of non-residents who pay taxes.
sonal income divided by per capita personal income (Xy and Xg). Taxes 
as a percent of total personal income do not measure each individual’s 
degree of sacrifice; nor do per capita taxes measure the ability to pay. 
These defects are partially remedied through a suggestion by the above 
quoted Henry J. Franks "In order to measure the degree of sacrifice 
involved in each state, on the average, for the payment of state and 
local taxes, taxes as a percent of personal income are divided by per 
capita personal income. The underlying assumption is that in two states 
with identical taxes per dollar of income, the resident of the state
^^Henry J. Frank, "Measuring State Tax Burdens," National Tax 
Journal, l^(2)sl82, June, 19^9.
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where per capita personal Income is greater, will have to make less of 
a sacrifice in order to p a y , "^3
Total state business tax collections (l^ and X^q)» The discus­
sion concerning and %2 pertinent to these variables and does not 
need repeating here.
Total state business tax collections as a percent of capital 
expenditures by manufacturers for new plant and equipment and X^g)
In order to deflate absolute tax collection values, it is necessary to 
divide them by suitable common denominators. It is presumed that the 
capital expenditures made by manufacturers for new plant and equipment 
are acceptable as common denominators because these expenditures serve 
as an overall measurement of present and potential ability by business­
men to pay state business taxes.
Total state business tax collections as a percent of total value 
added by manufacture (X^^ and X^^). Since total value added by manu­
facture is closely related to total manufacturing net income, it can 
serve as a reliable index of the overall ability of businessmen to pay 
state business taxes— and therefore becomes a means for deflating abso­
lute state tax collections.
Tax collections from specific taxes— and the burden resulting 
from the very existence of these taxes (X^^ through Xgg)» One often 
hears the argument that it is not the volume of taxes collected that
13%bid., p. 182.
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most significantly affects state economic activity. It Is alleged that 
tax collections from a particular tax are often much more detrimental 
to economic growth than are equal collections from other taxes. The 
argument continues that the very existence of a given tax may adversely 
affect growth. To test these contentions the author formulated 1) 
independent variables which represent the burdens resulting from the 
collection of various taxes, and 2) independent variables which repre­
sent the burdens resulting from the very existence of particular taxes «
This chapter has expressed the scope and objective of the inquiry, 
has formulated the dependent and independent variables and has exposed 
the reader to the general hypothesis. In the following chapter we will 
state and examine certain specific functional relationships— a process 
which is intended to shed some light on the controversy concerning the 
relationship between state economic growth and the state and local tax 
burden.
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TABLE 2. Total change in personal income, by states, 19U7-195U and
1921-1962.
States Tl (106) 1917-1921
Y2 (106) 
1924-1962
























New Hampshire 288.6 490.6
New Jersey 2,232.6 6 ,087.3
New Mexico 229.3 764.0
New York 9,222.6 16,298.0
North Carolina 1,880.6 2,966.6





Rhode Island 466.3 489.0
South Carolina 961.6 1,212.6
South Dakota 66.0 212.6
Tennessee 1 ,369.0 2,040.6
Texas 2,664.0 6,803.6
Utah 403.6 814.0























Sources: Y]̂  U, S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the 
United States, 1949, p. 284; 195o, p. 266; 1953, P- 299| 
1955, p. 311.
Yg Ibid.. 1953, p. 299; 1955, p. 311; 1964, p. 329; and U. 
Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics,
Survey of Current Business, 1964, Vol. 44, No.
p. 16.
8, August,




























Maryland 6k0.13 703.k5Massachusetts 529.k5 779.7kMichigan 710.67 305.k5Minnesota k22.80 579.06
Mississippi 252.1k 375.81
Missouri 533.38 62k. 2.3Montana 225.19 353.61
Nebraska 321.65 6k0.55Nevada 652.57 723.70
New Hampshire k38.5k 6lk.82
New Jersey 788.38 608.50
New Mexico k27.97 k38.09
New York kl7.7k 717.85North Carolina 359.17 k9k.31North Dakota -119.kO 69k.65
Ohio 595.89 303.77
Oklahoma k68.11 k53.86
Oregon k25.1k 58k.08Pennsylvania 511.58 k99.75
Rhode Island k69.ok k52.56
South Carolina 3k8.02 383.26







West Virginia -2k7.0k k82.83
Wisconsin k21.96 5k6.k8
Wyoming 362.50 538.05
Sources: Yo Personal income sources: U. S. Bureau of the Census,
Statistical Abstract of the United States, 19k9, p. 28k;
1950, p. % ;  1953, p. 299; 1955, P. 311. Populationsources: u. S. Bureau of the Census , Current Population
Reports, Series P-25, No. 72, p. 3; No. 30k, p. 10.
Yi Personal income sources: Statistical Abstract, 1953, p.
^ 299; 1955, p. 311; 196k, p.329; and U.S.B.C., Office of 
Business Economics, Survey of Current Business, 196k, 
Vol. kk, No. 8, August, p. 1^. Population sources: 
Current Population Reports, Series P-25, No. 30k, P» 10; 
and Statistical Abstract, 196k, p. 11.
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Nebraska 33.0 48. b
Nevada 102.2 109-3
New Hampshire 47-6 34.8
New Jersey 78.4 31-1
New Mexico 92.9 69-3
New York 37.8 46-9
North Carolina 37-1 37-3
North Dakota — - 4 38-9
Ohio 61.8 36-0
Oklahoma 31.4 44-4
Oregon 32 .6 43.7
Pennsylvania 43-2 33.9
Rhode Island 42-6 31-3
South Carolina 61-9 48.2











Vermont 30.7 1*1*. 7Virginia 76.6 99.9Washington 1*9.1* 1*6.9West Virginia -13.1* 27.3Wisconsin 1*7.1 L6.k%omlng 1*2-9 1*9.9
Sources: Yr TJ, S, Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of th^ 
United States, 191*9, p. 28i*j“Î95Ô7”p^^^6^7”"^537 P» 299{ 
19^^, p. 311.
Ibid., 1993, p. 299; 1999, p. 311; 1961*, p. 329; and ïï, S, 
Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics,
Survey of Current Business, 1961*, Vol. 1*1*, No. 
pü ”lo.'
8, August,
TABLE 5. Total change In value added by manufacture, by ytates, 191*7-
1991* and 199U-1962,








Colorado 221*. 8 91*9.6
Connecticut 1,307.3 886.6
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Table 5. (Continued)




Maryland $ 793.6 $ 759.3Massac husetts 1,291.3 1,675.1Michigan Ii,l*09.1 980.3Minnesota 607.5 856.5Mississippi 239.5 293.0Missouri 1,214.0 1,014.0
Montana 79,5 53.5Nebraska 179.3 247.1
Nevada 49.1 17.3
New Hampshire 128.8 150.1
New Jersey 2,451.6 2,327.3
New Mexico 74.1 3.1New York 5,018.1 3,592.8
North Carolina 740.0 1,628.5





Rhode Island 149.0 211.0
South Carolina 383.3 687.1







West Virginia 390.5 390.5
Wisconsin 1 ,278.0 1,156.0
V^oming 20.5 20.0
1,3^Value added by manufacture data for X9h9f 1950, and 1951 -- 
interpolated. The 1950 and 1951 value added by manufacture data Is not 
employed in the computation of either Xy or Xg but is employed in the 
computation of Xx^.
Sources: T? U, S, Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of # e  
United States, 1955» pp. 816-17; 19^2, p. 782; 1959, pp»
788-89.
To Ibid.. 1955, pp. 816-17; 1959, pp. 788-89; 1963, pp. 782- 
® B3Tl961i, pp. 778-79.
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TABLE 6. Per capita change in value added by manufacture, 19li7-195iA
and 19Sk-1962, by states.
States ?9 ?10
19k7-19$h 195U-1962
Alabama $ 173.03 $ 131.85
Arizona 92.72 92.81
Arkansas lh6.90 178.1a
California 299. liO 181.72
Colorado llk.42 225.05
Connecticut i*9̂ . 90 136.aa
Delaware 387.13 11.71


















Nevada 181.32 “ 69.99
New Hampshire 198.30 159.76
New Jersey 356.60 180.77
New Mexico 77.22 - ao.58
New York 259.67 119.96
North Carolina 139.2a 286.70








South Carolina 138,32 233.73




























^See Table 5, Footnote 1.
Sourcesî Tp
YlO
Value added sources? ü„ S. Bureau of the Census, Statis­
tical Abstract of the United States, 1955, pp. 8lS^if«~ 
1952, p. 782; 1^9, pp. 788-89. Population sources?
Ü, So Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports. 
Series P-25, No. 72, p. 3$ No. 30k, p. 10.
Value added sources? Statistical Abstract, 1955, pp. 816- 
17; 1959, pp. 788-89; 1963, pp. 782-83; 196k, pp. 778-79. 
Population sources? Current Population Reports, No, 30k, 
p. 10; Statistical Abstract, 196k, P. 11.



















Kansas 121.0 19 .5
Kentucky 72.5 51.8






Louisiana 78.2 24.3Maine 38.6 21.9Maryland 65.2 37.7Massachusetts 37.8 35.6
Michigan 77.4 9.7Minnesota 55.5 50.3
Mississippi 88.2 57.3Missouri 69.6 34.3Montana 87.8 31 .4
Nebraska 71.7 57 .5Nevada 200.6 23 .5New Hampshire 40 .1 33.4
New Jersey 56.2 34.1New Mexico 133.6 “ 2 .4
New York 50 .3 23.9North Carolina 43.5 66.7





Rhode Island 23 .4 26.9
South Carolina 48.7 58.7






Washington 77.4 59 .4
West Virginia 54.3 35.2
Wisconsin 53.2 31.4
looming 61.1 37.0
^See Table 5, Footnote 1.
Sources; T., U. S, Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the 
United States, 195?» PP» 816-17; 19?2, pT~702j 19^, pp.
788-89.
1̂2 Ibid., 1955, pp. 816-17; 1959, pp. 788-89; 1963, pp. 782- B37”196U, pp. 778-79.
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TABLE 8. Total change in capital expenditures by manufacturers for new 
plant and equipment, 19^1-195U and 196h-1962, by states„




Alabama $ - 11.5 $ - 59.5
Arizona 5 .0 21.5
Arkansas 1.5 25.0California 112.5 238.0Colorado - .5 39.0
Connecticut - 9.0 57.5
Delaware - 9 .5 35.0
Florida 11.0 115.0
Georgia 75.0 - 15.0
Idaho 5.0 1.0
Illinois 5.0 167.0
Indiana 6 ,5 4 1 .5
Iowa 2.5 40.0
Kansas ■=■ 6.0 6.0
Kentucky 16.0 7.0
Louisiana - 51 .5 23.0







Montana! 32.0 - 22.5
Nebraska 9.0 12 .5
Nevada^ 2.0 0 .0
New Hampshire - 2.5 10.5
New Jersey 44 .5 118.5
New Mexico 5 .5 .5
New York 18.5 155.0
North Carolina - 2.5 109.5
North Dakota! 6 .5 - 11.5
Ohio - 42 ,0 28.5
Oklahoma 10 .5 - 3 .0
Oregon 21.5 37.0
Pennsylvania -228.0 105.5
Rhode Island - 6.0 17.0
South Carolina - 39 .5 89.0




Vermont! - 3.5 10.0




Virginia $ 23.5 $ 49.0Washington 50.5 - 10.0West Virginia 13.5 24.0Wisconsin - 17.5 70.5Tf̂ yoraing - 7.5 1.0
^Capital expenditures by manufacturers for new plant and equip­
ment data for 1951 are interpolated.
^Capital expenditures by manufacturers for new plant and equip­
ment data for 1952 are interpolated.
^Capital expenditures by manufacturers for new plant and equip­
ment data for 1951 and 1952 are interpolated.
Sources: g TJ. S. Bureau of the Census, Annual Surrey of Manufactures,
1951, pp. 118-19; 1952, pp. 106-07; U, S. Bureau of the 
Census, Census of Manufactures. 1958, Vol. I, Summary 
Statistics, pp. 5-lit and 5-15.
Y-,1 Ibid., pp. 5“ll* and 5-15; Annual Survey of Manufactures 
1 ^ ,  pp. 18-26. 1.9
TABLE 9. Per capita change in capital expenditures by manufacturers for 
new plant and equipment, 1951-195U and 195L-1962, by states.
States ?151951-1954
?161954-1962




Colorado - 3.17 16.90
Connecticut - 12.08 14.55
Delaware - 35.24 64.60
Florida - 1 .30 13.38
Georgia 20.16 - 9.16
Idaho 6.58 - 3.48
Illinois - 2.64 12.02
Indiana - 2.63 2.22






Iowa $ .70 $ 13.06
Kansas - U.66 .92Kentucky 6.10  ̂ .06
Louisiana - 19.89 .91Maine 18.97 - 8.32Maryland 10.03 12.82
Massachusetts ii.52 20.17




Montana^ " 38,22Nebraska 6-37 7.kO
Nevada^ 5.U3 - 7,kO
New Hampshire - 6.62 13.60
New Jersey 3.61 9.29
New Mexico 6.72 - 3.kl
New York .63 2.93
North Carolina - 1.09 19.60
North Dakota3 10.60 - 18.99
Ohio - 13.23 “ 2.66
Oklahoma 2.00 “ 2.97
Oregon - 12. W 16,91
Pennsylvania - 22.U7 6 ,67
Rhode Island - 8.19 17.22
South Carolina - 17.71 33.28
South Dakota - .77 13.69
Tennessee 7,33 12.39
Texas - 17.20 10.98
Utah 9.07 1.70
Vermont^ - 9.3k 22.11
Virginia 2.8k 6,36
Washington 17-k9 - 12.82
West Virginia 10.02 16.39
Wisconsin - 7.7k 13.33
Tn%roming - 26.11 .68
^See Table 8, Footnote 1.
2gee Table 8, Footnote 2.
3see Table 8, Footnote 3.
Sources; New capital expenditures;U, S« Bureau of the Census  ̂Annual
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Table 9. (Continued)
Survey of Manufactures. 1951, pp. 118-19; 1952, pp. 106- 
07; U, S, Bureau of the Census, Census of Manufactures « 
1958, Vol. I, Summary Statistics, pp. 5-^ and 5-15. 
Population sources? Ü, S. Bureau of the Census, Current 
Population Reports. Series P-25, No. 72, p. 3| No. 30li,
p. 10
^16 capital expenditures? Summary Statistics, pp. 5"lii
and 5-15; Annual Survey of Manufactures, 1952, pp. 18-26, 
Population sources? Current Population Reports, No, 30&, 
p. 10; Statistical Abstract, 196!̂ , p. 11.
TABLE 10. Percentage change in capital expenditures by manufacturers for 
new plant and equipment, 1951-195U and 195L-1962, by states.
States Tl7 ?18191*7-1952; 195a-1962
Alabama - 11.5 67.2
Arizona 50.0 ia3.3Arkansas - 3.2 52.0
California 23.6 ao.aColorado - 1.5 121.8
Connecticut — 6.0 ai.o
Delaware - 29.2 152.1
Florida 13 oh 12a.8
Georgia 68.a - 8.1




Kansas - 9.2 10.1
Kentucky ia.8 “ 5.6
Louisiana - 27.8 17.2





Mississippi - i.a 111.a
Missouri 9.8 ao.6
Montana! 290.9 “ 52.3
Nebraska 1*6.1 a3.8
Nevada^ 66.6 0.0
New Hampshire - 11,3 53.8
New Jersey 13.2 31.0





New Mexico 110.0 — 4 .7
New York 3.3 27.4North Carolina - 1.6 72.5North Dakota^ 76.4 - 76.6
Ohio - 5 .4 3.8Oklahoma 27.6 - 6.1
Oregon 22.3 49.6
Pennsylvania - 25.9 16.2
Rhode Island - 16.9 57.6
South Carolina - 35.1 121.9
South Dakota - 14.2 333.3
Tennessee 23.1 39.7
Texas - 23.1 43.2
Utah 4 0 .4 28.8
Vermont1 - 26.9 105.2
Virginia 21.6 37.1
Washington 41.0 - 5 .7
West Virginia 13.0 20.5
Wisconsin - 9.2 41 .1
Tntyoming - 55.5 16 .6
^See Table 8, Footnote 1, 
2see Table 8, Footnote 2, 
3See Table 8, Footnote 3-
Sources: 1̂7
^18
TJ. S, Bureau of the Census, Annual Survey of Manufactures, 
1951, pp. 118-19} 1952, pp. 106-107} U. S. Bureau of the 
Census, Census of Manufactures. 1958, Vol. I, Summary 
Statistics, pp.~^-m and 5-1^,
Ibid.. pp. 5-lL and 5-15} Annual" Survey of Manufactures, 
1962, pp. 18-26.
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TABLE 11. Total state and local taxes, 1 9 5 3 , and 1953 plus 1 9 5 8j
by states.
States X i  (1 0 & )
1953
%2 ( lo 6 )  
1953 plus 1958
Alabama $  230 $  560
Arizona 121 325




Florida iil+1 1 ,2 0 3
Georgia 338 821
Idaho 81 188
Illinois 1 ,2 1 9 3 ,0 1 3







Massachusetts 797 1 ,8 5 7
Michigan 1 ,0 0 3 2 ,5 2 5
Minnesota U62 1 ,1 1 8





New Hampshire 83 175
New Jersey 729 1>796
New Mexico 89 227
New York 2 ,8 5 5 6 ,7 8 1
North Carolina 398 92ii
North Dakota 86 199
Ohio 975 2 ,1 6 3
Oklahoma 282 650
Oregon 2hX 597
Pennsylvania 1 ,2 0 5 2 ,9 0 k
Rhode Island 87 228
South Carolina 216 U66
South Dakota 92 213
Tennessee 287 710
Texas 859 2 ,1 9 6
Utah 95 2 k l
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Table 11. (Continued)




Vermont $ 51 $ 126Virginia 315 778Washington 386 930
West Virginia 173 U08Wisconsin 550 1,290
Vtyoming he 115
Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census, State and Local Government
Revenue In 1953, State and Local Government Special 
Studies, No. 37, pp. 10-13.
%2 U. S. Bureau of the Census, Governmental Finances in
1958, p. 23Î State and Local Government Revenue in 1953, 
TTÔ7-37, pp. 1ÔZÏ3T " "
TABLE 12. Total state and 
income, 1953,
local taxes as a percent of total personal 
and 1953 plus 1958, by states.
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States ^31953 1953 plus 1958
Minnesota 9.2 19.3Mississippi 9.2 19 .8
Missouri 5.9 12.6Montana 7.5 17.6Nebraska 7.6 15.3Nevada 7.5 16.9New Hampshire 9 .7 18.0
New Jersey 6.2 13.6
New Mexico 8.U 17.2
New York 8.5 17.8North Carolina 8.0 16.3North Dakota 11.5 22.2
Ohio 5 .6 12.8
Oklahoma 8.9 18,2
Oregon 8.2 18 .3
Pennsylvania 6.0 13.2
Rhode Island 5 .6 13.8
South Carolina 8.5 17.0





Virginia 5 .9 12.9
Washington 7.9 17.0
West Virginia 6.7 U.6
Wisconsin 8.8 18 .5
doming 8.8 18.8
Sources? X3 Tax: U. S. Bureau of the Census, State and Local Govern­
ment Revenue in 1953» State and Local Government Special 
Studies, No. 37, pp. 10-13. Personal income: U. S,
Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United 
States. 1953, p. 299.
X, Tax: Ü. S. Bureau of the Census, Governmental Finances in 
1958, p. 23; State and Local Government Revenue inT953, 
No. 37, pp. 10-13. Personal income: Statistical Abstract 
of the United States, 1953, P* 299; 1961, p. 307.
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TABLE 13o Per capita state and local taxes, 1953, and 1953 plus 1958,
by stateso
States 1953 %61953 plus 1958
Alabama $ 76.25 $ 180.59Arizona 135.3k 306.3k























New Hampshire 152.29 310.6k
New Jersey lkO.89 322.05
New Mexico 116.03 271.79
New York l8k.20 k2 0 .69
North Carolina 9k. 89 215.09





Rhode Island 10k.19 268.52
South Carolina 95.91 20kok2
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States %1^53 %61953 plus 1958
Virginia $ 88.23 $ 206.52Washington 155.58 351.75West Virginia 86.80 21b.17Wisconsin 156.b2 3b8.98
V^omlng 163.82 376.52
Sources; T&x: U, S» Bureau of the Census, State and Local Govern­
ment Revenue in 1953. State and Local Government Special 
Studies, No. 37, pp. 10-13. Population; U, S. Bureau of 
the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-25, No. 
30b, p. 10.
Tax; Ü, S. Bureau of the Census, Governmental Finances 
In 1958, p. 23; State and Local Government Revenue In 
1953730. 37, pp. 10-13.
Reports, No. 30b, p. 10.
Populations Current Population
TABLE lb. Total state and local taxes as a percent of total personal 
Income divided by per capita personal Income, 1953, and 
























Maine .00587 .OllbOMaryland .00310 .00635Massachusetts .00b7b ,008b3Michigan .00383 .00733Minnesota .00569 .01086
Mississippi .01057 .02017
Missouri ,0O3b3 .00668Montana .OOb27 .00927Nebraska .OOb77 ,00865Nevada .0031b 000686
New Hampshire .00626 .01063
New Jersey .00281 .00582
New Mexico .00609 .01116
New York .00398 ,00765
North Carolina .00679 ,01256North Dakota .00979 .01585
Ohio .0027b .00613Oklahoma .00619 ,01152
Oregon ,00b62 .00953
Pennsylvania .00317 ,0065b
Rhode Island .00307 .00713
South Carolina .00761 .01b33







West Virginia .00525 ,01020
Wisconsin .00503 .00989
%-oming .OObS2 ,009bb
Sources; Xj Tax: TJ, S* Bureau of the Census, State and Local Govern­ment Revenue In 1953* State and Local Government Spécial 
Studies, No„ 37, pp. 10-13. Personal income; TJ, S. Bur­
eau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United 
States, 1953, p. 299. Populations U, S, Bureau of the 
Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-25, No. 30b, 
p. 10.
Tax; Ü, S, Bureau of the Census, Governmental Finances in 
1958, p. 23; State and Local Government Revenue~in 1953, 
No. 37, pp. 10-13. Personal incomes Statistical Abstract 
of the United States, 1953, p. 299; 1961, p. 307. Popula­
tion: Current Population Reports, No. 30b, p. 10.
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TABLE l5. Total state business taxes, 19U7 through 195Uj and 195ii
through 1962, by states.
States X9 (106) x^o (10^)
19U7 thru 195b 195b thru 1962
Alabama^ $ $Arizona^ bloO 67.2
Arkansas 65.3 105. b
California 682.b 1,780.8
Colorado 51 .7 120.8
Connecticut lb6.3 289.0





















New Hampshire 2.9 7.9
New Jersey 91.b 387.0
New Mexico^ 2,2b5.7New York l,3b8.3
North Carolina 372.3 601.7










South Carolina 13b.1 185.79obSouth Dakota 3.8
Tennessee 156.2 339.5
Texas 91.0 bll.O
Utah 2b. 2 55.5
Vermont lb.3 22,8
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Table 15. (Continued)
States Xo (106) 191*7 thru 1951* %10 (10^) 195C thru 1962
Virginia $ 206.7 $ 381*.1Washington 16,1 55.5West Virginia 12.6 23.1*Wisconsin 383.2 507.3Wyoming 1.1 3.1
^Data are not used because for certain years state corporate income 
tax collections, exc^t those for financial institutions, are included 
with state personal income tax collections.
^State corporate income tax for 1957 for Arizona is interpolated.
^Data are not used because for certain years state corporate and 
personal income tax collections are included as one figure.
Sources* Xo Ü. S. Bureau of the C e n s u s ,  Com pendium  of S t a t e  G o vern m en t 
Finances i n  191*7. pp. 10-12; Ï9u8, pp. 10-12; 19l*9, pp.
l0-l2; 195^, pp. 10-12; 1951, pp. 11-13; 1952, pp. 11-13; 
1953, pp. 11-13; 1951*, pp. 11-13»
‘•10 Ibid.. 1951*, pp. 11-13; 1955, pp. 11-13; 1956, pp. 11-13; 1957, pp. 11-13; 1958, pp. 11-13; 1959, pp. 11-13; I960, 
pp. 13-15; 1961, pp. 11-13; 1962, pp. 11-13.
TABLE 16. Total state business taxes as a percent of capital expenditures 
by manufacturers for new plant and equipment, 1951 through 1951*, 
and 1951* through 1962, by states.
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States 1951 thru 1951 %12195k thru 1962
Illinois l.b3 1.6kIndiana 083 .9kIowa 5.7k 5.0kKansas 10.01 13.82
Kentucky 10.78 16.83
Louisiana^
Maine 5 .02 5.62
Maryland 17 .87 12.06







New Hampshire 3.27 3 .38
New Jersey k.08 9.35
New Mexico’ 
New York 31. k7 36.39
North Carolina 38.k6 31.85
North Dakota^ 15.00 33.51
Ohio 1.72 3 .81
Oklahoma 2k. 25 28.2k
Oregon 25.32 22.80
Pennsylvania 20.60 lk.k5
Rhode Island 26.1k 26.95
South Carolina 20.12 19.12
South Dakota 22.71 16.06
Tennessee 20.63 20.63
Texas 2.99 8.18













15, Footnote 1. 
15, Footnote 2. 
15, Footnote 3« 
8, Footnote 1. 
8, Footnote 2. 
8, Footnote 3*
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Table 16. (Continued) 
Sourcess
h.2
Tax: U* S, Bureau of the Census, Compendium of State 
Government Finances In 19gl. pp. 11-13; 1952, pp. 11-13; 
1953, pp. 11-13; 19̂ 117 pp. 11-13. New capital expendi­
tures: ÏÏ, S. Bureau of the Census, Annual Survey of Manu­
factures, 1951, pp. 118-19; 1952, pp. 106-07; 19557 PP. 
115-16; Census of Manufactures. 1958, Vol. I, Summary 
Statistics. pp.“T-ll: and 5-1^,
Tax: Compendium of State Government Finances, 1951*. PP. 
11-13; 1955, PP.1Ï-Ï3; 1956, pp. pp. 11-13;
1958, pp. 11-13; 1959, pp. 11-13; I960, pp. 13-15; 1961, 
pp. 11-13; 1962, pp. 11-13. New capital expenditures: 
Census of Manufactures. 1958, Vol. I, pp. 5-lL and 5-15; 
Annual Survey of Manufactures. 1956, pp. 12-13; 1957, pp.
10-11; I959 and i960, pp. 16-25; 1962, pp. 18-26.
TABLE 17. Total^tate business taxes as a percent of value added by 
manufacture, 191*7 plus 191*9 through 1951*, and 1951* through
1962, by states.









































New York 1.36 1.U8
North Carolina 2.36 2 .05
North Dakota* If.53 a.79
Ohio .12 .2k
Oklahoma 2.38 2.12
Oregon 2.06 1 .83
Pennsylvania 1.53 .90
Rhode Island . 1 .13 1.13
South Carolina^ 1.77 1.36







West Virginia .17 .20
Wisconsin 1.57 1 .31
Wyoming .37 .5I1
Igee Table 15, Footnote 1. 
2seo Table 15, Footnote 2. 
3see Table 15, Footnote 3» 
bsee Table 5, Footnote 1.
Sources: X•13 Tax: U, S, Bureau of the Census, Compendium of State Gov­ernment Finances, 19-U7, pp. 10-12; 191̂ 9, pp. 10-12; 195o, 
pp. 10-12; 1951, pp. 11-13; 1952, pp. 11-13; 1953, pp.
11-13; 195U, pp. 11-13. Value added by manufactures 
Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1955, pp. 816- 
17; 1952, p. 782; 19557 PP. 80Ii-Ô5; 1959, pp. 788-89.
Tax: Compendium of State Government Finances, 195U, PP.
11-13; 19?^'W.“ l3Ï3ri9^é,"'^:'Tl-13; 19^7, pp. 11-13; 
1958, pp. 11-13; 1959, pp. 11-13; I960, pp. 13-15; 1961, 
pp. 11-13; 1962, pp. 11-13. Value added by manufacture: 
Annual Survey of Manufactures, 1956, pp. 12-13; 1957, pp. 
10-11; Statistical Abstract, 1959, PP. 788-89; 1962, pp. 
pp. 780-81; 1963, pp. 782-83; 196&, pp. 778-79.
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TABLE 18. Total state and local property taxes as a percent of total 
personal income, 1953, and 1953 plus 1958, by states»




California 3 .78 8 .a8
Colorado a.25 9 .21
Connecticut 3.09 6 .9a
Delaware 1 .1 5 2.a3








Louisiana 2 .2a a.65
Maine a.a8 9 .35
Maryland 2.61 5.85
Massachus etts a.95 10.35
Michigan 3 .0a 7.62
Minnesota a. 7a 10.02
Mississippi 2 .90 5 .95
Missouri 2 .52 5.50
Montana a.i5 9.96
Nebraska 5.a5 10.7a
Nevada 3 .6a 7.29
New Hampshire 6.a7 11.71
New Jersey a . 22 9.13
New Mexico 1 .79 3 .66
New York 3.89 8.aa
North Carolina 2 .21 a 062




Pennsylvania 2.35 a. 91
Rhode Island 1.88 5.88
South Carolina 2.09 a.ia
South Dakota 5 .99 12.26
Tennessee 2.16 a.8a
Texas 3 .0a 6.8a
Utah 3 .81 8.10
Vermont a . 32 10.05
Virginia 2.09 a. 73






Washington 2,1»0 5,13West Virginia 1.63 3.80Wisconsin U.92 9.96
Vtyoming iio25 9.1*3
Sourcess X-^ Tax; U. S, Bureau of the Census, State and Local Govern­
ment Revenue in 1953» State and Local Government Special 
Studies, No. 37, pp. 10-13. Personal Income; U. S. Bureau 
of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United States, 
1953, p. 299.
I. X Tax; U. S. Bureau of the Census, Governmental Finances in 
1958, p. 23; State and Local Government Revenue In 1953, 
No, 37, pp. 10-13. Personal incomes Statistical Abstract, 
1953, p. 299; 1961, p. 307.
TABLE 19, Total state general sales taxes as a percent of total personal 
income, 19U7 through 1951*, and 1951* through 1962, by states.
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Table 19. (Continued)
States %1719li7 thru 195k % 8195k thru 1962
Michigan 2.013 2.028Minnesota^





New Mexico 2.337 2.351
New Tork2
North Carolina 1.11k 1.237





Rhode Island .613 1.10k
South Carolina .601 1,921












Ipor the first period state general sales tax collections were 
insignificant. For the second period there was no general sales tax.
% o  state general sales tax for either period.
% o  state general sales tax for the first period.
^For the first period state general sales tax collections were 
insignificant.
% o  state general sales tax for the first period. For the second 
period state general sales tax collections were Insignificant.
Sources g X-,7 Sales taxes s U. S. Bureau of the Census, Con^en^-qm of 
State Government Finances, 19b7, pp. 10-12| 19L8, pp.
10-12; 191*9, pp. 10-12; 1950, pp. 10-12; 1951, PP. 11-13? 
1952, pp. 11-13? 1953, pp. 11-13? 195ft, p p . 11-13. (Con.j





Statistical Abstract of the United Statess 
28ii| 1950, p. 266;
XiB Sales taxes g Compendiiam of State Government Finances, 195h 
pp. 11-13; I 9 5 s p p n x - 1 3 ; T ^ ,  pp. 11-13; 1957, pp. 11-' 
13; 1958, pp. 11-13; 1959, pp. 11-13; I960, pp. 13-15; 
1961, pp. 11-13; 1962, pp. 11-13. t'ersonal irjcomeg Statis­
tical Abstract, 1953, p. 299; 1955, p. 311; 1961, p. 307;
TABLE 2 0 .  Total state personal Income ta x e s  as a percent of t o t a l  per-
sonal income, 1 9 a 7 th ro u g h  1 9 5 ii ,  and 195 li thrcugh 1 9 6 2 , by
s t a t e s .
States :̂ 19 ^ ^20
19b 7  th r u  1954 1954 t h r u  1962
Alabama^
Arizona^ .352 .391
Arkansas .214 .335California .337 .467
Colorado .529 .8 7 2Connecticut^
Delaware .7 6 3 1 .6 9 7Florida^




Iowa .4 3 5 .5 9 7
Kansas .3 5 9 .441
Kentucky . .405 c9lO
Louisiana*
Maine^
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Table 20, (Continued)
States %1919U7 thru 195k
X20
195k thru 1962






















^Data are not used because for certain years state corporate 
income tax collections, except those for financial institutions, are 
included with state personal income tax collections,
^Personal income tax for 1957 is interpolated,
% o  state personal Income tax for either period.
^Data are not used because corporate and personal income tax col­
lections are included as one figure for certain years,
^Wo state personal income tax for the first period.. For the 
second period state personal income tax collections were insignificant,
^ o  state personal income tax for the second period. For the 
first period state personal income tax collections were insignificant.
Sources g X-ig Personal income tax: U, S, Bureau of the Census, Comp en ° 
diura of State Government Finances, 19k7, pp. 10-12  ̂ 1^8,
ppTio-i2| 1919, pp, 10-if: Ï95ÔT pp. 10-12; I95i, pp.
11-13; 1952, pp. 11-13; 1953, pp. 11-13; 195&, pp. 11-13.
Personal incomes Statistical Abstract of the United 
States, 1919, p. 281;; 1950, p. 266; 19^, p. 181171953, 
p. 299.
XgQ Personal income tax? Compendium of State Government
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Table 20. (Continued)
Finances. 19^h, pp. 11-13| 1955, pp. 11-13; 1956, pp. 11- 
Î3; 1957, pp. 11-13; 1958, pp. 11-13; 1959, pp. 11-13; 
1960, pp. 13-15; 1961, pp. 11-13; 1962, pp. 11-13. Per­
sonal incomes Statistical Abstract, 1953, p. 299ï 1955, 
p. 311; 1961, p. 307; 19ék, p. 329.
TABLE 21. Existence or nonexistence of a state personal Income tax, 
19li7 (%2l) end 1955 (X22)» state general sales tax, 191*7 
(X23) and 1955 (X2I1)» or state corporate Income tax, 191*7 
(%25) end 1955 (Z26)'
States X21 *22 *23 ^2k *25 ^26
Alabama Tes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Arizona Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Arkansas Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
California Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Colorado Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Connecticut No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Delaware Yes Yes No No No No
Florida No No No Yes No No
Georgia Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes
Idaho Yes Yes No No Yes Yes
Illinois No No Yes Yes No No
Indiana No No Yes Yes No No
Iowa Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Kansas Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Kentucky Yes Yes No No Yes Yes
Louisiana Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Maine No No No Yes No NoI&iryland Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Massachusetts Yes Yes No No Yes Yes
Michigan Yes No Yes Yes No No
Minnesota Yes Yes No No Yes Yes
Mississippi Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Missouri Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Montana Yes Yes No No Yes Yes
Nebraska No No No No No No
Nevada No No No Yes No No
New Hampshire Yes Yes No No No No
New Jersey No No No No No Yes
New Mexico Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
New Toric Yes Yes No No Yes Yes
North Carolina Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
North Dakota Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Ohio Yes No Yes Yes No No
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States ^21 %22 X23 ^2h X2$ Ig6
Oklahoma Tes Yes Yes Yea Yea Yea
Oregon Yes Yes No No Yes Yes
Pennsylvania No No No Yes Yes Yes
Rhode Island No No Yes Yes Yets Yea
South Carolina Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes
South Dakota No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Tennessee Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Texas No No No No No No
Utah Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yea
Vermont Yes Yes No No Yes Yea
Virginia Yes Yes No No Yea Yes
Washington No No Yes Yes No No
West Virginia No No Yes Yes NO' No
Wisconsin Yes Yes No No Yes Yes
looming No No Yes Yes No No
Sources? Xoi The Council of State Governments « The Books of the States? 
19hS-h9, p. 230.
Xoo The Council of State Governments, The Books of the States: 
1956-51, p. 228. —  — --------  —
X23 Ibid., 19^8-49, Po 233
2̂if Ibid., 1936-27, Po 230
*25 Ibid., 19b8-k9, p. 231
^26 Ibid., 1936-37, Po 229
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CHAPTER III 
THE ANALYSIS
This chapter employs the values compiled in Chapter II to inves­
tigate the relationship between state and local tax differentials and 
state economic growth. The analysis is divided into 36 different sec­
tions, each introduced by a proposition that associates a state economic 
growth variable with a state tax variable. The validity of each propos­
ition is then tested. With the exception of Sections 3h through 36, 
wherein a two period ordering process is used, three sets of computa­
tions are made to test each proposition. These computations (teats) 
involve 1) relating a dependent variable of the first period to an 
independent variable of the first period, 2) relating a dependent var­
iable of the second period to an independent variable of the second 
period, and 3) relating the dependent variable employed in the second 
test to the independent variable employed in the first test. After 
each proposition has been tested the results are presented and discussed: 
The methodology basically involves simple correlation and linear regres­
sion. In order to facilitate the interpretation of the correlation 
results, the coefficient of correlation (r) in terms of its square is 
also employed. The square of the coefficient of correlation is known 
as the coefficient of determination and is designated by r̂ . When mul­
tiplied by 100 the coefficient r^ gives the percentage of the variation 
in the dependent variable that is associated with (statistically ex­
plained but not necessarily caused by) the variation in the independent
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variable» For example, when r is equal to »80 the percentage of the 
variation in the dependent variable that is accounted for by variation 
in the independent variable is 61̂ » The percentage of the variation in 
the dependent variable which is not associated with the variation in the 
independent variable is 36,
Proposition 1
Total personal income (T^, Yg) tends to increase more rapidly
where total state and local taxes (Xi, X2) are lower.
Test Results^
Computations
Mean Y(lO^) Mean X(IO^) r r2 a(lO^) b
Tl*%l $2,118 $ L33 .936 ,877 132.01* L.58
3,000 1,063 .960 .923 -13.55 2,83
?2,%1 3,000 1*33 .91*6 ,896 8,97 6,90
Discussion. The very high coefficients of determination in all 
these tests indicate a strong association between the deviations in the
^The results of three tests are presented, Yĝ , which represents 
the change in total personal income, by states, in the first period, is 
related to X^, which represents the measure of total state and local 
taxes, by states, in the first period, T2, which represents the change 
in total personal Income, by states, in the second period, is related 
to X2, which represents the measure of total state and local ta>:es, by 
states, in the second period. The third test (a time lag calculation) 
relates Y2 to X^. The coefficient of correlation is designated by r; 
the coefficient of determination is designated by r^j the intercept of 
the line of regression is designated by aj the slope of the line of re­
gression is designated by The value shown for the mean of Y and the
mean of X must be multiplied by I0 6, Although there are certain dis­
similarities, the same general format is employed to present the results 
of each proposition 1 through 33»
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2dependent variables and the deviations in the independent variables. 
However, the positive coefficients of correlation accompanied by posi­
tive slope vaines fail to support the proposition that total personal 
income tends to increase more rapidly where total state and local taxes 
are lower. In fact, just the contrary is inferred from the results. In 
each instance total personal income increases with higher absolute tax 
loads. This result is explained in the discussion after Proposition 3.
Proposition 2
Total value added by manufacture (Yy, Yg) tends to increase more 
rapidly where total state and local taxes (X̂ , Xg) are lower.
Test Results
Computations
Mean Y(IO^) Mean X(IO^) r r2 a(lO^) b
?7'%1 $ 1052 $ h33 .894 .800 27.23 2.36
900 1063 .901 .812 105.34 .74
900 k33 .885 .783 113.95 1 .81
Discussion. The coefficient of determination in the first period
^Computations in Propositions 1 through 1$ and 25 through 30 are 
based upon LB observations. Throughout the inquiry, an .05 level of 
statistical significance is employed. For US observations a coefficient 
of correlation, to be statistically significant at the .05 level, must 
be equal to ± ,2835. This means that the probability that a coefficient 
of t .2835 could arise by chance is only five in one hundred. Following 
the same logic, a coefficient of determination involving !*8 observations, 
to be statistically significant at the .05 level, must be equal to 
(.2835)2 or .080lt. Coefficients of correlation of less than ± .2835 or 
coefficients of determination of less than .080ii cannot be used to sup­
port the hypothesis or its inverse.
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is .80. This means that 80 percent of the variation in the total value 
added by manufacture is associated with the variation in total state 
and local taxes. This high coefficient of determination is matched by 
coefficients of .812 in the second period and .783 in the time lag test. 
The coefficients of correlation and the slope values are positive across 
the board. The high positive coefficients of correlation fail to sup­
port the proposition that total value added by manufacture tends to 
increase more rapidly where total state and local taxes are lower.
Indeed, the inverse hypothesis is inferred? total value added by manu­
facture increases more rapidly where total state and local taxes are 
higher.
Proposition 3
Total capital expenditures by manufacturers for new plant and 
equipment (T%^, Yi^) tend to increase more rapidly where total state 
and local taxes (X^, Xg) are lower.
Test Results
Computations
Mean Y(IO^) Mean X(10&)
Yl2,Xi $ 5.35 $ U33
Y^^Xg ho. 2$ 1063
bO"25 li33
Discussion. Since the coefficients of correlation for i|8 obser­
vations are significant at the .OS level only when r is equal to ± .2835 
or larger, it is evident that the value of r resulting from the employment
r r2 a(lO^) b
081 .0065 I.L3 .009
if 71 ,221 12.12 .026
if65 .216 12.26 c 06ij.
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of first period data is too low to be significant. The coefficients of 
correlation for the second and third tests are statistically significant; 
however, the positive results fail to support the hypothesis that total 
new capital expenditures by manufacturers tend to be greater where total 
state and local taxes are lower. Indeed, the reverse hypothesis is in­
ferred.
The computations in Sections 1 through 3 demonstrate a consistent 
pattern of direct association between the absolute tax burden differen­
tials and absolute economic growth. The author expected this result.
The propositions were formulated and the computations were made to test 
the general contention that absolute growth is greater where absolute 
taxes are lower. The reason for the direct association is apparent.
Those states which experience the greater absolute increases in personal 
income, value added by manufacture, and capital expenditures by manu­
facturers for new plant and equipment— i.e., the large industrial 
states— also exact the greater quantity of state and local tax collec­
tions from their citizens. (At the same time, the tax base increases 
directly with increased economic activity.) The result is a bias toward 
direct association or positive correlation.
Proposition it
Per capita personal income (Y^, Y|̂ ) tends to increase more rapidly 
where total state and local taxes as a percent of total personal income 
are lower.
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Test Results
C o m p u ta t io n s
Mean T Mean X r r^ b
Ï3 .X3 $ U16 .078 “0^38 .290 1017 -7639
^30 .166 .018 .0003 517 78
530 .078 .070 .0Gii9 488 530
Discussion. The exceedingly small coefficients of determination 
in the second and third tests fail to show any appreciable association 
between the variations in the dependent variables and the variations in 
the independent variables. Even though the coefficient of correlation 
for the first period is negative and statistically significant, the 
overall results lend little support to the hypothesis that per capita 
personal income tends to increase more rapidly where total state and 
local taxes as a percent of total personal income are lower.
Proposition 5
Per capita value added by manufacture (T^, ^10^ tends to increase 
more rapidly where total state and local taxes as a percent of total 
personal income (Z3, X^) are lower.
Test Results
Computations
Mean T Mean I r r2 a b
?9'%3 $ 213 .078 -.560 .31U 577 -if631
TlO,%h 1W& .166 -.128 .016 21a - hX9
1W& .078 -.116 .013 197 - 673
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Discussion. An examinai ion of the results reveals three nega­
tive coefficients of correlation. The coefficient of correlation for 
the first period is statistically significant. Even though the coeffi­
cients of determination are low, the overall results lend some support 
to the hypothesis that per capita value added by manufacture tends to 
increase more rapidly where total state and local taxes as a percent of 
total personal income are lower.
Proposition 6
Per capita capital expenditures by manufacturers for new plant 
and equipment (T^^, tend to Increase more rapidly where total




Mean Y Mean X r J.2 a b
$ .766 .078 .099 .0098 -  7.1k 100.68
6.992 .166 -.2 5 7 .0663 33:25 - 157.51
?16,%3 6.992 .078 -.1 9 0 .0361 23.19 -206 .17
Discussion. Neither the low positive coefficient of correlation 
for the first period nor the negative coefficients resulting from the  
second and third tests are significant. The results fail to show any 
appreciable association between the variances in per capita capital 
expenditures by manufacturers for new plant and equipment and the var­
iances in state and local taxes as a percent of total personal income.
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Taken In concert, the results in Sections U, 5> and 6 provide 
little evidence of an association between the deviations in the per 
capita growth indicators and deviations in state and local taxes as a 
percent of total personal income.
Proposition 7
The percentage increase in personal income T^) tends to be
greater where per capita state and local taxes (X^, X^) are lower.
Test Results
C o m p u ta tio n s  
M ean X M ean X r r2 a b
T5'%3 .530 $ 126.59 .151* .0238 .350 .0014
76,%6 .527 269.15 .218 .0475 .346 .0006
?6,%5 .527 126.59 .282 .0798 .301 .0017
Discussion. Not one of these simple correlation coefficients 
is statistically significant at the .05 level. The highest coefficient 
of determination appears in the time lag test, and here only 7.9 percent 
of the variation in the percentage change in personal income is asso­
ciated with the variation in per capita state and local taxes. The 
overall results fail to lend any support to the proposition that the 
percentage Increase in personal income tends to be greater where per 
capita state and local taxes are lower.
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P r o p o s i t io n  8
T h e  p e r c e n ta g e  In c r e a s e  i n  v a ln e  a d d e d  b y  m a n u fa c tu r e  T ^ g )
te n d s  t o  b e  g r e a t e r  w h e re  p e r  c a p i t a  s t a t e  and  l o c a l  ta x e s  X ^ )  a r e
lo w e r .
T e s t  R e s u lt s
C o m p u ta tio n s
Mean Y Mean X r r2 a b
Tll,%$ .752 $126.59 .151 .0228 .529 .0017
?12,%6 .1A5 296.15 -.118 .Ol&O .592 -.0005
?12;%2 126.59 -.0^6 .0021 .501 -.000b
Discussion. Very low coefficients of determination fail to pro-
v id e  e v id e n c e  o f  a  s i g n i f i c a n t  a s s o c ia t io n  b e tw e e n  variations in t h e  
d e p e n d e n t v a r i a b l e s  a n d  v a r i a t i o n s  i n  t h e  in d e p e n d e n t  variableso The 
r e s u l t s  do n o t  s u p p o r t  t h e  h y p o th e s is  t h a t  t h e  p e r c e n ta g e  increase i n  
v a lu e  a d d e d  b y  m a n u fa c tu r e  te n d s  t o  be g r e a t e r  w h e re  p e r  capita state 
a n d  l o c a l  t a x e s  a r e  lo w e r .
P r o p o s i t io n  9
T h e  p e r c e n ta g e  In c r e a s e  i n  c a p i t a l  e s q p e n d itu re s  b y  manufacturers 
f o r  new  p l a n t  an d  e q u ip m e n t (T ^ y ,  T ^ g ) te n d s  t o  be g r e a t e r  where per 
c a p i t a  s t a t e  an d  l o c a l  ta x e s  (X ^ ,  X ^ ) a r e  lo w e ro




Mean Y Mean X r r^ a b
?17)%$ .172 $126.59 ,062 ,0038 ,027 ,001b
^18»^6 .1*U6 296.15 -.098 ,0096 ,739 -.0009
?18»%$ ohh6 126.59 -.062 .0038 .625 -,001b
Discussion, Extremely low coefficients of correlation and coef­
ficients of determination of less than one percent in each of the three 
tests fail to demonstrate any significant relationship between the 
dependent and independent variables. The proposition that the percent­
age increase in capital expenditures by manufacturers for new plant and 
equipment tends to be greater where per capita state and local taxes 
are lower is not supported,
A review of the results in Sections 7, 8, and 9 reveals very 
small coefficients of determination ranging from a low of ,0021 to a 
high of ,0798. This indicates that only a minor fraction of the devia­
tions in the percentage increases in the growth indexes are explained 
by the deviations in per capita state and local taxes.
Proposition 10
The percentage Increase In personal income Y^) tends to be
greater where total state and local taxes as a percent of total personal 
income (X^, Xĵ ) are lower.




Mean T Mean X r r2 a b
T5,l3 .230 .078 -.31k .098 .921 -2.32
.227 .166 .185 .03k .323 1.22
.227 .078 .207 oOk3 .336 2.kl
Discussion, Even though the negative coefficient of correlation 
in the first period is statistically significant, the coefficient of 
determination associates only 9,8 percent of the variation In the depen­
dent variable with the variation in the independent variable. Statistic­
ally insignificant and positive coefficients of correlation in the second 
and third tests fail to support the proposition. Taken in concert the 
results fail to demonstrate a significant relationship between the de­
pendent and independent variables.
Proposition 11
The percentage increase in value added by manufacture Y^^)
tends to be greater where total state and local taxes as a percent of 
total personal income (X^, Xjî) are lower.
Test Results
Computations
Mean Y Mean X r r2 a b
Tll,Z3 .722 .078 -.010 .0001 .770 -.226
?i2,%k .kU2 .166 .205 .Ok23 .106 2.032
Tl2,%3 .Uk2 .078 .23k .0522 .123 k.099
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Discussion. Low coefficients of determination fail to indicate 
a pronounced association between the variances in the dependent vari­
ables and the variances in the independent variables « It is apparent 
that the results do not support the hypothesis that the percentage in­
crease in value added by manufacture tends to be greater where total 
state and local taxes as a percent of total personal income are lowero
Proposition 12
The percentage increase in capital expenditures by manufacturers 
for new plant and equipment (Y^y, Y^g) tends to be greater where total 




Mean Y Mean X r r^ a b
.172 .078 oOh9 .002k .038 1.70
Yi8»^b ,hh6 .166 ,096 .0092 .065 2.28
?18,%3 .hk6 .078 .122 .0150 oOkl 5oi5
Discussion. Very low coefficients of determination indicate 
that virtually none of the deviations in the dependent variables are 
statistically explained by deviations in the independent variableso 
Nothing in these results supports the hypothesis that the percentage 
increase in capital expenditures by manufacturers for new plant and 
equipment tends to be greater where total state and local taxes as a 
percent of total personal income are lower.
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T h e  r e s u l t s  p r e s e n te d  I n  S e c t io n s  1 0 ,  1 1 ,  and  1 2  f a l l  t o  p r o v id e  
e v id e n c e  o f  a  r e l i a b l e  r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e tw e e n  th e  d e v ia t io n s  i n  t h e  r a t e  
o f  g ro w th  v a r i a b l e s  a n d  t h e  d e v ia t io n s  i n  s t a t e  an d  l o c a l  ta x e s  as  a  
p e r c e n t  o f  t o t a l  p e r s o n a l  in c o m e .
P r o p o s i t io n  13
T h e  p e r c e n ta g e  in c r e a s e  i n  p e r s o n a l  in co m e te n d s  t o  be
g r e a t e r  w h e re  t o t a l  s t a t e  a n d  l o c a l  ta x e s  as  a  p e r c e n t  o f  t o t a l  p e r s o n a l  
in co m e d iv id e d  b y  p e r  c a p i t a  p e r s o n a l  in co m e ( X ^ ,  X g ) a r e  lo w e r»
T e s t  R e s u lts
C o m p u ta tio n s
M ean Y  M ean X ( l O - l t )
Yg,Xy .530 .5 iu
Yg,Xg .527 .992
Y6,X? .527 .5 ia
D is c u s s io n . The  s t a t i s t i c a l l y  s i g n i f i c a n t  n e g a t iv e  c o e f f i c i e n t  
o f  c o r r e l a t i o n  o f  th e  f i r s t  p e r io d  le n d s  some s u p p o r t  t o  th e  h y p o th e s is  » 
H o w e v e r, t h e  c o e f f i c i e n t s  o f  d e t e r m in a t io n  o f  t h e  s eco n d  and  t h i r d  t e s t s  
a r e  v e r y  lo w ;  i . e . ,  v i r t u a l l y  n o n e  o f  t h e  d e v ia t io n s  i n  th e  d e p e n d e n t  
v a r i a b l e s  a r e  a s s o c ia t e d  w i t h  t h e  d e v ia t io n s  i n  th e  in d e p e n d e n t v a r i a ­
b l e s .  I t  i s  a p p a r e n t  t h a t  t h e  o v e r a l l  r e s u l t s  f a l l  t o  p r o v id e  s i g n i f ­
i c a n t  s u p p o r t  f o r  th e  p r o p o s i t i o n .
r r ^ a b
.427 .1827 .834 -  5911.58
.048 .0023 .500 270.05
.065 .0042 .495 614.85
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P r o p o s i t io n  l i *
The p e r c e n ta g e  in c r e a s e  i n  v a lu e  a d d ed  b y  m a n u fa c tu re  
te n d s  t o  b e  g r e a t e r  w h e re  t o t a l  s t a t e  and  l o c a l  ta x e s  as  a  p e r c e n t  o f  
t o t a l  p e r s o n a l  in co m e d i v id e d  by p e r  c a p i t a  p e r s o n a l  incom e ( X y ,  X g )  
a r e  lo w e r .
T e s t  R e s u lt s
C o m p u ta tio n s
M ean Y M ean XflO-L) r r2 a b
?11,%7 .752 .51k -.079 .0063 .823 -1388.21
^12'%8 .hhS .992 .278 .0777 .215 232k . 06
^12'%7 .5lk .270 .0731 o2k8 3829.59
D is c u s s io n . Low c o e f f i c i e n t s  o f  d e t e r m in a t io n  f o r  a l l  t e s t s  f a i l  
t o  p r o v id e  e v id e n c e  o f  a  r e l i a b l e  r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e tw e e n  th e  v a r i a t i o n s  
i n  t h e  d e p e n d e n t v a r i a b l e s  an d  v a r i a t i o n s  i n  t h e  in d e p e n d e n t  v a r ia b le s o  
The r e s u l t s  do n o t  s u p p o r t  t h e  h y p o th e s is  t h a t  t h e  p e r c e n ta g e  in c r e a s e  
i n  v a lu e  a d d e d  b y  m a n u fa c tu r e  te n d s  t o  b e  g r e a t e r  w h e re  t o t a l  s t a t e  and  
l o c a l  t a x e s  a s  a  p e r c e n t  o f  t o t a l  p e r s o n a l  incom e d iv id e d  b y  p e r  c a p i t a  
p e r s o n a l  incom e a r e  lo w e r .
P r o p o s i t io n  15
The p e r c e n ta g e  in c r e a s e  i n  c a p i t a l  e x p e n d i tu r e s  b y  m a n u fa c te r e r s  
f o r  new  p l a n t  an d  e q u ip m e n t ( Y ^ y ,  Y ^g ) te n d s  t o  be g r e a t e r  w h e re  t o t a l  
s t a t e  a n d  l o c a l  t a x e s  as  a  p e r c e n t  o f  t o t a l  p e r s o n a l  in co m e d iv id e d  b y  
p e r  c a p i t a  p e r s o n a l  in co m e ( X y ,  X g )  a r e  lo w e r .




Mean 7 Mean Z(IO-L) £  ^  a Jb
Y;j^y,X^ .172 - .0 0 6 2  .3 8 6 (1 0 “^ ) .181  -172
Y^8,Xq .10i6 .992 .187 .035 .072 3765
Y^gjXy .UU6 .512* .186 .031* .119 6367
Discussion. Low coefficients of determination for all tests fall 
to demonstrate a significant association between variations In the de­
pendent variables and variations In the Independent variables. It 
follows that the proposition Is not supported.
The evidence presented In Sections 13, 11*, and 15 does not sup­
port the general hypothesis that state by state deviations In the rate 
of growth Indicators are negatively associated with deviations in total 
state and local taxes as a percent of total personal Income divided by 
per capita personal Income, Indeed, no reliable relationship between 
the dependent and Independent variables Is demonstrated.
Proposition 16
Total personal Income (Y^, Yg) tends to Increase more rapidly 
where total state business taxes (Xp, X^q ) are lower.
Test Results
Computations^
^Computations In Propositions 16 through 2h and 31 through 33 
are based upon 1*1* observations. For lUt observations a coefficient of
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Mean X(IO^) r r2 a(lO^) b
Tl,%9 $2182 $160 .66k .UliO llkO 6.50
^2*^0 3101 286 .868 .75U 830 7.92
Y2,X9 3101 160 .703 •k9h 1&55 10.26
Discussion. Strong positive coefficients fall to support the 
hypothesis. In fact, just the contrary is inferred from the results.
!Dq each instance greater increases In total personal income are directly 
associated with higher absolute state business tax loads.
Proposition 17
Total value added by manufacture (Ty, 7g) tends to increase more 
rapidly where total state business taxes (X^, X^g) are lower.
Test Results
Computations
Mean T(IO^) Mean X(IO^) r r2 a(lO^) b
Ty^X^ $1091* $160 .652 .1+25 51+1 3.1+1+
?8,%10 938 286 .790 .621+ 361 2.01
938 160 ,601 .361 51+5 2.1+5
correlation to be statistically significant at the conventional .05 
level must be equal to ± .297. This means that the probability that a 
coefficient of ± .297 could arise by chance is only five in one hundred. 
Following the same logic, a coefficient of determination involving Wt 
observations to be statistically significant at the .05 level must be 
equal to (.297)2 or .088. Coefficients of correlation of less than 
+ .297 or coefficients of determination of less than .088 cannot be 
used to support the hypothesis or its inverse.
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Discussion. Positive coefficients of correlation well above the 
significance minimum In all three tests fall to support the hypothesis. 
In fact, the Inverse hypothesis Is Inferred; I.e., total value added by 
manufacture tends to Increase more rapidly where total state business 
taxes are higher.
Proposition 18
Total capital expenditures by manufacturers for new plant and 
equipment (T^^, T^) tend to Increase more rapidly where total state 
business taxes (X^, are lower.
Test Results
Computations
Mean Y(IO^) Mean X(IO^) r r^ a(lO^) b
Tx3,X9 $ 6.87 $ 160 -.18U .03U 13.1 -.01*0
Ti|^,Xio 1*0.80 286 .1*68 .219 17.1* .081
T^,Xp 1*0.80 160 .1*11* .171 22.3 .11^
Discussion. The negative coefficient of correlation of .181* for 
the first period Is statistically Insignificant at the .05 level. (With 
1*1* observations, the coefficient of correlation must be equal to or 
greater than ± .297 In order to meet the significance test.) Coeffi­
cients of correlation of positive .1*67 and .1*11* In the second and third 
tests fall to support the proposition that large absolute Increases In 
capital expenditures by manufacturers for new plant and equipment result 
from low absolute business taxes. The overall results support the re­
verse hypothesis; I.e., large absolute Increases In capital expenditures
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are directly associated with higher absolute state business tax loads.
The computation results in Sections 16 through 18 demonstrate a 
strong pattern of direct association between variations in absolute 
business tax burdens and variations in absolute state economic growth.
The big industrialized states enjoy such a head-start on the less indus­
trialized states states that it would be virtually impossible for the 
latter to grow more on an absolute basis in a "short" period— and since 
these industrialized states are also "high" business tax states the 
generally high positive correlations came as no surprise. Nevertheless, 
the results serve to discredit the naive general contention that abso­
lute growth is greater in the states where state business tax collections 
are lower.
Propositions 19
Per capita personal income (Tj, Y^) tends to increase more 
rapidly where total state business taxes as a percent of capital expen­




Mean Y Mean X 2£ £ a b
Tj'%11 $ 1*15 .178 -.1*1*5(10-3) .198(10-6) 1*15 -.71*7
535 .175 .219 .01*8 1*95 231.20
Yb,%ll 535 .178 .11*8 .021 513 126.69
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Discussion, Very low coefficients of determination fail to 
provide suitable evidence of a significant association between varia­
tions in the dependent variables and variations in the independent 
variables. It is apparent that the results do not support the proposi­
tion that per capita personal income tends to increase more rapidly 
where total state business taxes as a percent of capital expenditures 
by manufacterers for new plant and equipment are lower.
Proposition 20
Per capita value added by manufacture (T^, tends to increase
more rapidly where total state business taxes as a percent of capital 




Mean T Mean X r r2 a b
Tp'^ll $ 217 ,178 -.266 ,0709 263 -256
TlO'%12 igo .172 .075 .0056 139 58
^10»^11 1$0 ,178 .151 ,0230 133 96
Discussion. Coefficients of determination ranging from 7 per­
cent in the first period to a low of ,5 of 1 percent in the second 
period fail to demonstrate a significant association between the state- 
by-state variations in growth of per capita value added by manufacture 
and variations in total state business taxes as a percent of capital 
expenditures by manufacturers for new plant and equipment.
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Proposition 21
Per capita capital expenditures by manufacturers for new plant 
and equipment tend to increase more rapidly where total state
business taxes as a percent of capital expenditures by manufacturers for 
new plant and equipment X^2) &re lower.
Test Results
Computations
Mean Y Mean X r r% a b
?15'%11 $1.17 .178 -.067 .00^5 2.59 -7.96
?16'%12 7.08 .175 .253 .0641 .008 39.74
?Ï6'%11 7.08 .178 .308 .0952 .074 39.24
Discussion. Only the time lag coefficient of determination is 
statistically significant at the ,0? level. Even here, only 9.$2 per­
cent of the deviation in the dependent variable is associated with the 
deviation in the independent variable. It is evident that the results 
do not support the hypothesis.
A review of the computations resulting from the validity tests 
of Propositions 19, 20, and 21 reveals little evidence of any reliable 
association between variations in the dependent variables and variations 
' In the independent variables. Of the nine coefficients of correlation, 
only one is significant at the .05 level. Coefficients of determination 
ranging from a low of ,198 x 10“^ to a high of .0952 indicate that de­
viations in the per capita growth indexes are largely independent of 
deviations in total state business taxes as a percent of capital expen­
ditures by manufacturers for new plant and equipment.
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Proposition 22
The percentage Increase in personal Income (T^, X^) tends to be 
greater where total state business taxes as a percent of value added 
by manufacture (X2.3» lower.
Test Results
Computations
Mean X Mean X £ r2 a b
?2'%13 .219 .0128 -oOlOt .0019 .53ii -1.17
.526 .0128 .21*7 .0611 oi*63 a . 90
?6;Zi3 .526 .0128 .288 .0832 .1*58 5.28
Discussion. All of the coefficients of determination are statis
tically insignificant. This means there is no reliable relationship 
between the deviations in the dependent variables and the deviations in 
the independent variables. The evidence fails to support the hypothesis.
Proposition 23
The percentage increase in value added by manufacture X^g)
tends to be greater where total state business taxes as a percent of 
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r r^ a b
.0128 .2Ü2 .0585 .37L 6.96
.0128 .353 .1252 .3L3 9.38
Discussiono The coefficients of correlation in the first and 
second tests are statistically insignificant. The coefficient of cor­
relation for the third test is statistically significant and weakly 
supports the reverse hypothesis. The overall results fail to demons­
trate that the percentage of increase in value added by manufacture is 
reliably linked with deviations in total state business taxes as a 
percent of value added by manufacture.
Proposition 2h
The percentage increase in capital expenditures by manufacturers 
for new plant and equipment Y^g) tends to be greater where total




Mean Y Mean X r r^ a b
; .169 .0128 .202 .041 .034 10.52
.459 .0128 .020 .402(10-3) .441 1.44




Discussion. Coefficients of determination of U,1 percent in the 
first test and less than *1 of 1 percent in both the second and third
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tests indicates that there is virtually no association between devia­
tions in the percentage increase in capital expenditures by manufactur­
ers for new plant and equipment and deviations in total state business 
taxes as a percent of value added by manufacture.
The overall computation results in Sections 22, 23, and 2k fail 
to significantly associate the deviations in the rate of growth varia­
bles with deviations in total state business taxes as a percent of 
value added by manufacture.
Proposition 25
The percentage increase in personal income (T^, Y^) tends to be 
greater where total state and local property taxes as a percent of 
total personal income (X^^, X^^) are lower.
Test Results
Computations
Mean Y Mean X r p2 a b
?5,%i; .530 ,03k -.291 ,0869 .731 -5.90
.527 .073 .036 .0013 ,508 .257
?6,%15 ,527 ,03k .083 ,0069 .488 1.14
Discussion. The coefficient of correlation of the first test, 
which barely meets the test of statistical significance, is negative. 
Therefore, it lends weak support to the hypothesis that the percentage 
increase in personal income tends to be greater where state and local 
property taxes as a percent of total personal income are lower. On the 
other hand, the coefficients of correlation for the second and third
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tests are far too small to be statistically significant» The overall 
results do not demonstrate a reliable association between variations in 
the dependent variables and variations in the independent variables.
It follows that the proposition is not supported.
Proposition 26
The percentage increase in value added by manufacture ^12)
tends to be greater where total state and local property taxes as a 
percent of total personal income are lower.
Test Results
Computations 
Mean Y Mean X r r2 a b
?11)%15 .752 .03U -.131 .0173 .865 -3.33
?12)%l6 .W&5 .073 .060 .0036 .399 .628
Yi2,Xi^ .Wt5 .03li .080 .0065 .389 1.65
Discussion. Very small determination coefficients for each of 
the three tests suggest an Inconsequential association between devia­
tions in the dependent variables and deviations in the Independent 
variables. It Is evident that the results do not support the hypothe­
sis that the percentage increase in value added by manufacture tends 
to be greater where total state and local property taxes as a percent 
of total personal Income are lower.
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Proposition 27
The percentage increase in capital expenditures by manufacturers 
for new plant and equipment (Y^y, Y^g) tends to be greater where total 




Mean Y Mean X r r2 a b
.172 .031 .09k .0089 ,0U2 3.81
•Uf6 .073 .072 .0092 .31k 1.81
.Uii6 .03U .087 .0076 .299 k.31
?18*%16 
%Ï8'%15
Discussion. The coefficients of determination in each of the 
three cases associate less than 1 percent of the deviations in the per­
centage increase in capital expenditures by manufacturers for new plant 
and equipment with the deviations in total state and local property 
taxes as a percent of total personal income. It is apparent that the 
proposition is not supported.
Taken In concert, the results in Sections 2$, 26, and 27 fail to 
support the general hypothesis that the percentage increase in growth 
tends to be greater where total state and local property taxes as a 
percent of total personal income are lower. Generally low coefficients 
of determination signify a very weak association between deviations in 
the dependent variables and deviations in the independent variables.
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Proposition 28
The percentage Increase in personal income Y^) tends to be
greater where total state general sales taxes as a percent of total 
personal income X^g) are lower.
Test Results
Computations
Mean Y Mean X r r2 a b
Y^,Xi? .530 .0088 -.037 .001b .5bl -1.2b
T6,%18 .527 .0113 .115 .0133 .501 2.29
%6'%17 .527 .0088 .068 .00U6 .503 1.53
Discussion. The coefficients of determination are virtually zero, 
In the first test only .11* percent of the variation In the dependent 
variable is associated with the variation in the independent variable. 
Very low coefficients of determination in the second and third tests 
also show negligible association between the variations in the dependent 
and independent variables. The evidence does not support the proposi­
tion that personal income tends to be greater where total state general 
sales taxes as a percent of total personal Income are lower.
Proposition 29
The percentage increase in value added by manufacture (Y^%, Y^g) 
tends to be greater where total state general sales taxes as a percent 
of total personal income (X^y, X^g) are lower.




Mean Y Mean X r r2 a b
?11'%17 .7^2 .0088 .193 .037 ,681 8,02
?12'%18 .0113 .177 .031 .385 5,26
?12,%17 .0088 ,173 ,030 ,393 5,85
Discussion. None of the coefficients of determination are sta
tistically significant at the ,0$ level. In each Instance, they asso­
ciate less than U percent of the deviation in the dependent variable 
with the deviation in the independent variable. The evidence does not 
support the proposition that the percentage increase in value added by 
manufacture tends to be greater where total state general sales taxes 
as a percent of total personal income are lower.
Proposition 30
The percentage increase in capital expenditures by manufacturers 
for new plant and equipment ^18^ tends to be greater where total











Mean X X 1-2(10-2) a b
.0088 .026 ,070 ,157 1.75
.0113 -.oki .172 ,480 -2.97
.0088 -.0087 .007 .452 - ,708
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Discussion. Extremely low coefficients of determination in each 
Instance associate only a minor fraction of the deviations in the depen­
dent variables with the deviations in the Independent variables. Nothing 
in these results lends support to the hypothesis.
A review of Propositions 28, 29, and 30 reveals extremely low 
coefficients of determination and no coefficients of correlation which 
are statistically significant at the .05 level. The results of the com­
putations fail to provide any evidence that state-by-state variations in 
the rate of growth are associated with variations in total state general 
sales taxes as a percent of total personal income.
Proposition 31
The percentage increase in personal income (Y^, Y^) tends to be 
greater where total state personal income taxes as a percent of total 
personal income X20) are lower.
Test Results
Computations
Mean Y Mean X r r2(10-2) a b
^5'%19 .519 .0033 -.037 .139 .529 -2.83
^6'%20 .526 .00U8 .014 .020 .524 .471
T6,%19 .526 .0033 .026 .067 .521 1.37
Discussion. Coefficients of determination approaching zero are 
much too low to be statistically significant. Virtually none of the 
deviations in the dependent variables are associated with the deviations 
in the independent variables. The results do not support the proposition
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that the percentage increase in personal income tends to be greater 
where total state personal income taxes as a percent of total personal 
income are lower.
Proposition 32
The percentage increase in value added by manufacture ^12)
tends to be greater where total state personal income taxes as a percent 
of total personal income X20) are lower.
Test Results
Computations
Mean Y Mean % r £ a b
?11'%19 .7U3 0OO33 -.125 .02k .791 -Ik.77
%12*%20 >h6h .OOliS .00L7 .223(10"^) .k63 .226
^12»^19 .0033 .038 .0015 ohSk 2.96
Discussion. The coefficients ef determination are very low.
Virtually none of the variations in the dependent variables are statis­
tically explained by the variations in the independent variables. The 
results do not support the proposition that the percentage increase in 
value added by manufacture tends to be greater where total state personal 
income taxes as a percent ot total personal Income are lower.
Proposition 33
The percentage increase in capital expenditures by manufacturers 
for new plant and equipment (Y^y, Y^g) tends to be greater where total
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Mean Y Mean X r r^ a b
^17'%19 .169 .0033 -.030 .90U(10-3) .184 -4.49
^18»^20 .199 .00l|8 .117 .013 .391 14.06
^18»^19 .li99 .0033 .091 .008ii .401 17.51
Discussion. Low coefficients of determination fall to signifi­
cantly associate the deviations in the percentage increase in capital 
expenditures by manufacturers for new plant and equipment with the 
deviations in total state personal income taxes as a percent of total 
personal income.
The computation results in Sections 31, 32, and 33 provide no 
evidence of a significant association between deviations In the depend­
ent variables and deviations in the independent variables. The overall 
results fail to provide evidence that percentage changes in the growth 
indexes are statistically explained by differentials in total state 
personal income taxes as a percent of total personal income.
Proposition 3̂4
Per capita personal income (Y^, Yĵ ) tends to increase more rapidly 
where state personal income taxes ^22^ do not exist.
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Tests for Validity
Testing the validity of this proposition involves a simple order­
ing process— and subsequent examination of the results— to determine 
whether or not states with no individual income tax have the greatest 
increase in per capita personal income. In the first instance, the 
variable, which represents the change in per capita personal income, by 
states, 19li7-195li, is related to the variable, which represents the 
existence or nonexistence of a state personal income tax in 19Ü7, by 
states. In the second instance, the variable, which represents the 
change in per capita personal income, by states, 195^-1962, is related 
to the %22 variable, which represents the existence or nonexistence of 
a state personal income tax in 1955, by states.
Test results and discussion. There is no evidence that the mere 
existence of state personal income taxes results in low per capita state 
personal income increases. During the first period,^ 60 percent of the 
states had increases in per capita personal income above the mean. In 
the same period, 6U percent of those states having no state personal 
income tax in 19it7 had per capita personal income increases above the 
mean. In the second period,^ 1;6 percent of the states had increases in 
per capita personal income above the mean. In the same period, hi per­
cent of those states having no state personal income tax in 1955 had per 
capita personal income increases above the mean. According to these
ksee Table 22. 
^See Table 23.
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results the existence of a state personal Income tax has a neutral 
effect on changes in per capita personal Income| it follows that the 
hypothesis is not supported»
Proposition 3$
Per capita personal Income 1^) tends to increase more
rapidly where state general sales taxes (Xg^, Xg^) do not exist.
Tests for Validity
Testing the validity of this proposition involves the same pro­
cedure as did Proposition 3k <>
Test results and discussion. In the first period,^ 60 percent 
of the states had increase in per capita personal income above the mean. 
In the same period, 62 percent of the states having no state general 
sales tax in 19h7 had per capita personal Income increases above the 
mean. The results for the second period? are somewhat different» 
Increases in per capita personal income above the mean occurred in 1&6 
percent of the states. On the other hand, of those states having no 
state general sales tax in 1955, approximately 67 percent had per cap­
ita personal income changes above the mean. The results of the sscond 
period comparisons would tend to support the hypothesis. However, the 
validity of such a conclusion is questionable. The highly industrial­
ized states of the United States had a higher per capita increase in
^See Table 2h. 
7See Table 25.
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personal income for the two periods combined, whether or not there was 
a state general sales tax. For example, Delaware, with no state general 
sales tax either in \9hl or 195?, had a composite increase for the two 
periods under study of approximately $1650. This was the highest in­
crease in the nation. On the other hand, Connecticut, the second highest 
state in composite per capita personal income increase for the two per­
iods, had a state general sales tax both in 19^7 and 1955= The indus­
trialized states of the Middle Atlantic region and the East North Central 
region had relatively high increases in per capita personal Income for 
the two periods combined, irrespective of the existence of a state gen­
eral sales tax. On the other hand, neither Montana nor Idaho had a 
state general sales tax either in 19L7 or 1955= But the composite in­
crease in per capita personal income for each of these states ranked 
among the lowest in the United States. Similarly, other states with a 
low level of industrial development tend to show relatively small 
increases in per capita personal income for the two periods, irrespec­
tive of the existence of a state general sales tax.
Proposition 36
Per capita value added by manufacture (Y^, ^lo^ tends to increase 
more rapidly where state corporate income taxes do not exist.
Tests for Validity
Again the same ordering process is employed to determine whether 
or not states with no corporate income tax have the greatest increase 
in per capita value added by manufacture.
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Test results and discussion» In the first period,^ 35 percent 
of the states had per capita value added by manufacture increases above 
the mean. Of the states having no state corporate income tax In 19^7? 
approximately h7 percent had per capita value added by manufacture in-
9creases above the mean. In the second period, percent of the states 
had per capita value added by manufacture increases above the mean. Of 
the states having no state corporate income tax in 1955, approximately 
60 percent had per capita value added by manufacture Increases above the 
mean. These results lend weak support to the hypothesis that per capita 
value added by manufacture tends to Increase more rapidly where state 
corporate income taxes do not exist. Nevertheless, a careful examina­
tion of Tables 26 and 27 reveals that, in general, the highly Industrial­
ized states had a relatively large composite increase in per capita 
value added by manufacture, irrespective of the existence or nonexistence 
of state corporate income taxes. On the other hand, states that depend 
to a smaller extent on non-manufacturing production for their state 
income had a relatively low composite increase in per capita value added 
by manufacture, irrespective of the existence or nonexistence of state 
corporate income taxes.
®See Table 26. 
9See Table 27.
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TABLE 22o Relationship of per capita personal income changes, 19ü7-19Sb, 
to the existence of state personal income taxes in 19l|7» by
states.
Rank State
Per capita personal 
income changes, 
1947-195Ü ^
X21* Existence of state personal 
income tax in
191*7
1 Delaware $ 928.32 Yes
2 New Jersey 788.38 No
3 Connecticut 775ol*2 Yes
h Michigan 710.67 Yes
5 Nevada 652.57 No
6 Maryland 61*0.13 Yes
7 Ohio 595.89 Yes
8 Indiana 589.27 No
9 California 561*. 18 Yes
10 Illinois 51*8.16 No
11 Virginia 533.39 Yes
12 Missouri 533.38 Yes
13 Massachusetts 529.1*5 Yes
Hi Florida 5il*.61* No
15 Pennsylvania 511.58 No
16 Texas 509.99 No
17 Arizona 1*87.00 Yes18 Washington 1*77.11 No
19 Rhode Island 1*69.01* No
20 Oklahoma 1*68.11 Yes
21 Colorado 1*1*2.09 Yes
22 New Hampshire 1*38.51* Yes
23 Kansas 1*30.02 Yes
21* New Mexico 1*27.97 Yes
25 Louisiana 1*25.37 Yes26 Oregon 1*25.11* Yes
27 Minnesota 1*22.80 Yes
28 Wisconsin 1*21.96 Yes
29 New York 1*17.71* Yes
30 Georgia 1*02.68 Yes
31 Wyoming 362.50 No
32 North Carolina 359.17 Yes
33 South Carolina 31*8.02 Yes
31* Tennessee 339.55 Yes
35 Alabama 333.68 Yes
36 Utah 332.86 Yes
37 Maine 329.0L No
38 Nebraska 321.65 No
39 Iowa 311*.87 Yes
1*0 Vermont 262.88 Yes
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Table 22o (Continued)
Rank State Fer capita personal income changes, 
19L7-l95b Ï




41 Mississippi 252.14 Yes42 Arkansas 237.49 Yes
43 Montana 225.19 Yes
44 Idaho 206.79 Yes
45 Kentucky- 115.70 Yes
46 South Dakota - 53.99 No
47 North Dakota -119.40 Yes
48 West Virginia -247.04 No
^ The mean of is $Ll6o 71« The horizontal line separating the 
ordinals 29 and 30 divides values above the mean from those below the
mean.
Source; Personal incomes D, S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical 
Abstract of the United States, 19li9, p. 28iij 1950, po 266j 
1953, p« ^9]™T93FTlp^ 311° Populations U. So Bureau of 
the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P=25, No>o 
72, p. 3s No‘„ 301t, Po 10o
'21 The Council of State Governments, The Books of the Statess 19k8-b9, p. 230.
TABLE 23o Relationship of per capita personal Income changes, 195b-1962, 
to the existence of state personal income taxes in 1955, by
s ta te s o
Rank State
Y, , Per capita personal 
income changes, 
1954-1962 ^
%22, Existence oY a 
state personal 
income tax in 
1955
1 Mas s ac husett s $ 779.74 Yes
2 Nevada 723.70 No
3 New York 717.85 Yes
4 Maryland 703.45 Yes
5 North Dakota 694.65 Yes
6 Connecticut 687.92 No
7 California 678.51 Yes8 Illinois 665.71 No
9 Colorado 650.34 Yes
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Table 23» (Continued)
P . Yl^Per capita personal Xp2>Existence of a state
State income changes, personal income tax.
19SÜ-1962 ^ in 1955
10 Nebraska 6!*o»55 No11 Delaware 631.85 Yes12 Missouri 62li»23 Yes
13 New Hampshire 614»82 Yes
lU New Jersey 608»50 No
15 South Dakota 607»77 No
16 Iowa 588»08 Yes
17 Vermont 586.22 Yes
18 Oregon 584.08 Yes
19 Minnesota 579.06 No
20 Wisconsin 546.48 Yes
21 Ti\%roming 538 .0 5 No
22 Kansas 931.S3 Yes
23 Utah 528.57 Yes
2h Pennsylvania 499.75 No
25 Arizona 496.84 Yes26 North Carolina 494.31 Yes
27 West Virginia 482.83 No
28 Indiana 477.99 No
29 Arkansas 475.54 Yes
30 Georgia 470.76 Yes
31 Florida 470.07 No32 Virginia 469.29 Yes
33 Washington 466.43 No
3h Tennessee 462.27 Yes
35 Oklahoma 453.86 Yes
36 Rhode Island 452.56 No
37 Maine 447.90 No
38 New Mexico 43 8 .0 9 Yes
39 Alabama 434.91 Yes
W Kentucky 427.09 Yes
Ul Idaho 424.08 Yes
U2 Texas 412.92 No
U3 Ohio 38 3 .77 NoSouth Carolina 383 .26 Yes
L5 Louisiana 377.13 Yes
if6 Mississippi 375.81 Yes
hi Montana 353.61 Yes
kQ Michigan 305.45 Yes
^The mean of Y, is $530.17» The horizontal line separating the 
ordinals 22 and 23 divides values above the mean from those below the 
mean»
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Table 23. (Continued)
Sources? Ti Personal incomes ü» So Bureau of the Census, Statistical 
Abstract of the United States, 1953» p. 299; 1955» P» 
jtllj l^ëkÿ Po 329; and UoSoUoCo, Office of Business 
Economics» Surrey of Current Business, 196&» Volo Iiii,»
Noo 8, August» po 1^0 Population? Current Population 
sorts. Series P -  25» Noo 30l|, p* 10; and Statistical 
Abstract, 1961*» po 11 o
Xo2 Council of State Governments » The Books of the States;1956-57, Po 228. ™ _  —  —
TABLE 2l*. Relationship of per capita personal Income changes, 19b7-195b» 
to the existence of state general sales taxes in 1947, by
states.
T3, Par capita personal X23» Existence of state
Rank State income changes1947-1954%
general sales tax
in 1947
1 Delaware $ 928.32 No
2 New Jersey 788.38 No
3 Connecticut 775042 Tes
k Michigan 710.67 Yes
5 Nevada 652.57 No6 Maryland 640.13 Yes
7 Ohio 595.89 Yes
8 Indiana 589.27 Yes
9 California 564.18 Yes
10 Illinois 548.16 Yes
11 Virginia 533.39 No
12 Missouri 533.38 Yes
13 Massachusetts 529.45 No
14 Florida 514.64 No
15 Pennsylvania 511.58 No16 Texas 509.99 No
17 Arizona 487.00 Yes
18 Washington 477.11 Yes
19 Rhode Island 469.04 Yes
20 Oklahoma 468.11 Yes
21 Colorado 442.09 Yes
22 New Hampshire 438.54 No
23 Kansas 430.02 Yes
24 New Mexico 427.97 Yes
25 Louisiana 425.37 Yes
26 Oregon 425.14 No
27 Minnesota 422.80 No
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Table 2Uo (Continued)
_ , T., Per capita personal Xg?, Existence of state
S t a t e  -3 income changes general sales tax
________________________________________ 1 9 k 7 -1 9 5 k %  i n  19hl
28 W is c o n s in  $ U21o96 No
29 New York Ul7o7li No
30 G e o rg ia k02.68 No
31 lo o m in g 362o50 Yes
32 N o r t h  C aopolina 359.17 Yes
33 S o u th  C a r o l in a 3k8»02 No
3k T e n n e s s e e 339.55 Yes
35 A lab am a 333.68 Yes
36 U ta h 332.86 Yes
37 M a in e 329.0k No
38 N e b ra s k a 321.65 No
39 Io w a 31ko87 Yes
1*0 V e rm o n t 262»88 No
kl M i s s i s s ip p i 252oik Yes
k2 A rk a n s a s 237.k9 Yes
1*3 M o n ta n a 225.19 No
kk Id a h o 206.79 No
k5 K e n tu c ïq r 115.70 No
k6 S o u th  D a k o ta =- 53.99 Yes
k7 N o r th  D a k o ta • 119.ko Y®s
k8 W e s t V i r g i n i a - 2k7.0k Yes
^  S ee T a b le  22, F o o tn o te 1.
S o u rc e s 3 Y. P e r s o n a l  incom es S» Bureau of the Census, Statistical 
A b s t r a c t  o f  t h e  United States, 19b9, p. 28k; 19^, p<> 26iS; 
1953, p7 299j 19557"^ 311» Populations U. 8» Bureau of 
t h e  C e n s u s , C u r r e n t  Population Reports, Series P=*25, NOc 
72, Po 3; NOo 30k, P» 10»
Xpo The C o u n c i l  o f  State Governments, The Books o f  th e  Statesg 
19k8-k9. P» 233.
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TABLE 25« Relationship of per capita personal Income changes, 19^b=1962, 
to the existence of state general sales taxes in 195?,
by states*
Rank 1̂**State
Per capita personal 
income changes, 
1954-1962 ^
X2ĵ, Existence of state 
general sales tax 
in 1955
1 Massachusetts $ 779.71* No
2 Nevada 723.70 Yes
3 New York 717.85 No
h Maryland 703.1*5 Yes
5 North Dakota 694.65 Yes
6 Connecticut 687.92 Yes
7 California 678.51 Yes
8 Illinois 665.71 Yes
9 Colorado 650.34 Yes
10 Nebraska 640.55 No
11 Delaware 631.85 No
12 Missouri 624.23 Yes
13 New Hampshire 614.82 No
New Jersey 608.50 No
15 South Dakota 607.77 Yes16 Iowa 588.08 Yes
17 Vermont 586.22 No
18 Oregon 584.08 No
19 Minnesota 579.06 No
20 Wisconsin 546.48 No
21 Wyoming 538.05 Yes
22 Kansas 531.53 Yes
23 Utah 528.57 Yes
2h Pennsylvania 499.75 Yes
25 Arizona 496.84 Yes26 North Carolina 494.31 Yes
27 West Virginia 482.83 Yes
28 Indiana 477.99 Yes
29 Arkansas 475.54 Yes
30 Georgia 470.76 Yes
31 Florida 470.07 Yes
32 Virginia 469.29 No
33 Washington 466.43 Yes
3U Tennessee 462.27 Yes
35 Oklahoma 453.86 Yes36 Rhode Island 452.56 Yes
37 Maine 447.90 Yes
38 New Mexico 438.09 Yes
39 Alabama 434.91 Yes1*0 Kentucky 427.09 No
1*1 Idaho 424.08 No
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Table 25. (Continued)
R ank S t a t e
P e r  c a p i t a  p e r s o n a l  
in co m e  c h a n g e s ,  
1951*-1962 ^
X g L , E x is te n c e  o f  s t a t e  
g e n e r a l  s a le s  t a x
i n  1955
b2 T e x a s $ 1*12.92 No
1*3 O h io 383.77 Y es
10* S o u th  C a r o l in a 383.26 Y es
1*5 L o u is ia n a 377.13 Yes1*6 M i s s i s s ip p i 375.81 Yes
1*7 M o n ta n a 353.61 No1*8 M ic h ig a n 305.1*5 Y es
^  S ee  T a b le  23, F o o tn o te  I.
Sources! Personal incom es Uo S» B u re a u  of t h e  C e n s u s , S t a t i s t i c a l  
Abstract of t h e  U n ite d  S t a t e s , 1953» p- 299; 19^^» p.
311; 196h, Po 329; and UoSoDoC», Office of Business E c o ­
nomics, Survey of Current Business, 196li, Vol. 1̂1*, Noo 8, 
August, p« l6. Populations Current Population Reports, 
Series P-25» NOc 30it, p. 10; and Statistical Abstract, 
196b, Po 11.
Xp). The Council of State Governments, The Books of the 
1956-57, p. 230.
skates!
TABLE 26. Relationship of per capita value added by manufacture changes, 
19b7-195b, to the existence of state corporate Income taxes
in 19b7, by states.
R ank state
r̂ . Per capita value added 
manufacture changes, 
19b7-195bl
%25* Existence of a 
state corporate 
income tax in 19b7
1 M ic h ig a n $ 671.81 No
2 C o n n e c t ic u t 1*95.90 Yes
3 O h io 1*56.66 No
1* In d ia n a 1*23.33 No
5 D e la w a re 387.13 No6 New J e r s e y 356.60 No
7 P e n n s y lv a n ia 351.53 Yes
8 I l l i n o i s 301.51 No
9 C a l i f o r n i a 299.1*0 Yes
10 W is c o n s in 298.96 Yes
11 K a n s as 276.1*2 Yes
12 M is s o u r i 272.11 Yes
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Table 26. (Continued)
_ . Yo, Per capita value added X^o, Existence of aKanK state by manufacture changes, state corporate
1 9 k 7 -1 9 5 L  in co m e t a x  i n  1 9 lt7
13 Massachusetts $ 261=88 Yes
lli New York 259.67 Yes
15 Washington 239=22 No
16 Tennessee 237=98 Yes
17 Maryland 230=1*0 Yes
18 Utah 213=09 Yes
19 Vermont 211=71 Yes
20 Texas 209=1*3 No
21 West Virginia 199=23 No
22 New Hampshire 198=30 No
23 Iowa 196=1*1* Yes
21* Kentucky 189 = 21* Yes
25 Oregon 181*=15 Yes
26 Nevada 181=32 No
27 Alabama 173=03 Yes
28 Georgia 169=86 Yes
29 Louisiana 168=51* Yes
30 Maine 165=95 No
31 Minnesota 163=1*1* Yes
32 Virginia 151=21* Yes
33 Arkansas 11*6=90 Yes
31* Rhode Island 11*3=63 Yes
35 North Carolina 139=21* Yes
36 South Carolina 138=32 Yes
37 Nebraska 121=50 No
38 Idaho 120=31* Yes
39 Oklahoma 120=19 Yes
1*0 Mississippi 115=01* Yes
1*1 Colorado 111*. 1*2 Yes
1*2 Florida 106=87 No
1*3 Montana 106=58 Yes
1*1* Arizona 92 = 72 Yes
1*5 New Mexico 77=22 Yes
1*6 looming 55=82 No
1*7 South Dakota 33=71* Yes
1*8 North Dakota 17=37 Yes
^ The mean of Yo is $213=1*9 c The horizontal line separating the 
ordinals 17 and 18 divides values above the mean from those below the 
mean.
Sources: Yo Value added: U, S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical
^ Abstract of United States, 1995, pp. 816-17; 1952,
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Table 26» (Continued)
p. 782; 19$9, pp. 788-89. Populations Ü. S. Bureau of 
the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-25, No. 
72, p. 3; No. 30ii, p. 10.
Xpd The Council of State Governments, The Books of the States: 
19lt8-U9, p. 231. “  —  ---- - —
TABLE 27. Relationship of per capita value added by manufacture changes, 
195L-1962, to the existence of state corporate Income taxes
in 1955, by states.
Rank ?10'State
Per capita value added 
by manufacture changes, 
195b-1962l
Xg^, Existence of a 
state corporate 
income tax in 
1955
1 Massachusetts $ 386.73 Yes
2 North Carolina 286.70 Yes
3 Utah 265.75 Yes
U West Virginia 256.19 No
5 Tennessee 2U0.21 Yes6 South Carolina 233.73 Yes
7 Washington 233.U6 No
8 Colorado 225.05 Yes
9 Michigan 221oii9 No
10 Iowa 213.3b Yes
11 Kentucky 209.68 Yes
12 Indiana 200.b7 No
13 Rhode Island 195.8b Yes
Hi Missouri 195.26 Yes
15 Minnesota 19b.96 Yes
16 Wisconsin l8b.83 Yes
17 California 181.72 Yes
18 New Jersey 180.77 No
19 Illinois 178.b6 No
20 Arkansas 178.1b Yes
21 Georgia 169.03 Yes
22 Texas 162.22 No
23 New Hampshire 159.76 No
2li Nebraska 153.35 No
25 Virginia lb8o33 Yes
26 Vermont lbb.6l Yes
27 Connecticut 136.bb Yes
28 Alabama 131.85 Yes
29 Florida 12b.71 No
30 New York 119.96 Yes
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Table 27. (Continued)
Rank State ^10  * Per capita value added by manufacture changes, 
1 9 5 U -1 9 6 2 1




31 Oregon $  1 1 8 .9 5 Tes
32 Mississippi l l U . 3 6 Tes
33 Maryland 110. UU Tes
31» Idaho 1 0 3 .9 2 Tes
3 5 Arizona 9 2 .8 1 Tes
3 6 Ohio 9 2 .5 7 No
3 7 Maine 8 7 .6 9 No
38 Pennsylvania 68.22 Tes
39 Oklahoma 60.56 Tes
liO Kansas 5 6 .9 9 Tes
U l South Dakota 5 6 .6 3 Tes
U2 Montana U 8 .5 3 Tes
U3 Wyoming 3 9 .1 3 No
UU Louisiana 3 5 .9 3 Tes
U5 North Dakota 3 0 .3 9 Tes
U6 Delaware 1 1 .7 1 No
U7 New Mexico -U o .5 8 Tes
U8 Nevada - 6 9 .9 9 No
^ The mean of Tig is $lWi,LO. The horizontal line separating the 




Value added: U, S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical 
Abstract of the United States, 1955» pp. 6l6-17j 1959 
pp. 786-89; 1963, pp. 782-83; 196U, pp. 778-79. Popu­
lations Current Population Reports, No. 30ii, p. 10; 
Statistical Abstract, 1951», p. 11.
The Council of State Governments, The Books of the States; 
1956-57, p. 229.
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CHAPTER I V  
CONCLUSIONS
T h is  i s  t h e  r e p o r t  o f  a n  i n q u i r y  u n d e r ta k e n  t o  e xa m in e  t h e  r e l a ­
t i o n s h i p  b e tw e e n  s t a t e  a n d  l o c a l  t a x  b u rd e n s  and s t a t e  eco n o m ic  g ro w th .  
T h e  m o d e l em b rac e s  26  m e a s u re m e n ts  o f  s t a t e  a n d  l o c a l  t a x  b u rd e n s  ( t a x  
b u rd e n  in d e x e s  o r  in d e p e n d e n t  v a r i a b l e s )  an d  1 6  m easu rem en ts  o f  s t a t e  
eco n o m ic  g ro w th  (g r o w th  in d e x e s  o r  d e p e n d e n t v a r i a b l e s ) .  I t  c o v e rs  
s t a t e s  a n d  t h e  y e a r s  19U 7 th r o u g h  1 9 6 2 , T h e  t o t a l  t im e  s p a n  i s  s e p a r ­
a t e d  i n t o  tw o  p e r io d s ?  191*7 th r o u g h  195>U, a n d  1951* th r o u g h  1 9 6 2 , The  
b a s ic  m e th o d o lo g y  e m p lo y e d  in v o lv e s  s im p le  c o r r e l a t i o n  and r e g r e s s io n  
a n a l y s i s •
T h e  F in d in g s
A p a r t  fro m  t h e  eaqpected d i r e c t  a s s o c ia t io n  b e tw e e n  th e  a b s o lu t e  
s t a t e  g ro w th  v a r i a b l e s  an d  t h e  a b s o lu t e  t a x  b u rd e n  v a r i a b l e s ,  t h e  
r e s u l t s  o f  t h e  i n v e s t i g a t i o n  f a i l e d  t o  p r o v id e  e v id e n c e  o f  a  r e l i a b l e  
r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e tw e e n  d i f f e r e n t i a l s  i n  s t a t e  an d  l o c a l  t a x  b u rd e n s  an d  
d i f f e r e n t i a l s  i n  s t a t e  eco n o m ic  g ro w th .
T h e  same c o n c lu s io n  i s  i n f e r r e d  f r o m  t h e  r e s u l t s  w h e th e r  t h e  
c o m p u ta t io n s  in v o lv e  in d e p e n d e n t  v a r i a b l e s  r e p r e s e n t in g  a g g r e g a te  s t a t e  
a n d  l o c a l  t a x  c o l l e c t i o n s ,  s t a t e  b u s in e s s  t a x  c o l l e c t i o n s ,  s t a t e  gen­
e r a l  s a le s  t a x  c o l l e c t i o n s ,  o r  s t a t e  p e r s o n a l  in co m e t a x  c o l l e c t i o n s .
T h e  h ig h  d i r e c t  a s s o c ia t io n s  r e v e a le d  i n  th e  c o r r e l a t i o n s  
b e tw e e n  a b s o lu t e  t a x  v a r i a b l e s  an d  a b s o lu t e  g ro w th  v a r i a b l e s  w e re
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envisioned. Large industrialized states have such an economic head- 
8tart that they grow more rapidly on an absolute basis than do less 
industrialized states, and at the same time exact a greater quantity of 
tax revenue than do the latter. Since large size is compatible with 
large change in both the dependent and independent variables, the bias 
toward positive correlation is apparent. These results in no way pre­
judice the overall conclusions that state and local tax burdens are of 
little value as predictors of state economic growth.
Of the 8? correlations involving rate of change and ratio vari­
ables, only seven resulted in coefficients which were statistically 
significant at the .05 level. Each of the seven statistically signifi­
cant coefficients (two of which are positive and five negative) is 
associated with separate propositions. The coefficient of determina­
tion in each instance is of moderate value ranging from a high of .311t 
to a low of .087. None of the significant coefficients resulting from 
a test of a given hypothesis is supported by the two accompanying tests 
of the same hypothesis. In fact, from the sample of 99 correlations 
(12 correlations involving absolute variables and 8? correlations in­
volving rate of change and ratio variables), the few that are statis­
tically significant and unexplained (seven) barely exceed the number 
(five) which would have arisen through pure change.
Our analysis provides virtually no evidence that higher than 
average aggregate state and local taxes have restricted growth, or that 
lower than average taxes have encouraged growth. Our findings contra­
dict the contention that manufacturing activity flourishes and business
Igee Table 28 for a recapitulation of correlation values,
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TABLE 28. Recapitulation of correlation coefficients.
Proposition Firstperiod Secondperiod Timelag
1 .936 .960 o9b62 .89b .901 .801
3 .081 .b71 *b65
h - .5 3 8 .018 .070
5 -.560 -.128 —.116
6 .099 - .2 5 7 -.190
7 .151* .218 .2828 .151 -.118 -.0b6
9 .062 - .0 9 8 — .062
10 -•31b .185 .207
11 -.010 .205 .23b12 .Ob9 .096 .122
13 -.b27 .ObB .065
lli -.079 .278 .270
15 -.0062 .187 .186
16 .66b .868 .703
17 .652 .790 .601
18 -.l8b .b68 .bib
19 -.000bb5 .219 .lb8
20 -.266 .075 0I51
21 - .0 6 7 .253 .308
22 - .Obb .2b7 .288
23 •Ob5 .2b2 .353
2k .202 .020 .028
25 -.29b .036 .083
26 -.131 .060 .080
27 . .09b .072 .087
28 - .0 3 7 .115 .068
29 .193 .177 .173
30 .026 -.Obi - .0 0 8 7
31 - .0 3 7 .01b .02632 -.155 o00b7 .038
33 - .0 3 0 .117 .091
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Investments are greater where industrial tax loads are lower. The over­
all results seem to indicate that business locational decisions are not 
made on the basis of state business tax differentials. The influence 
of tax differences is likely to be relatively small when compared to 
more fundamental considerations such as markets and the deviations in 
labor and raw material costs.
The specific findings are:
1. High total state and local tax burdens upon the entire popu­
lace are associated with rapid absolute growth. This was the result 
expected when we tested the general proposition that the total quantity 
of economic expansion is greater in states where the total tax bill is 
lower. The reader is referred to Section 3 of Chapter III for an ex­
planation of the positive correlations.
2. There is little evidence of an association between the devia­
tions in the per capita growth indexes^ and deviations in state and 
local taxes as a percent of total personal income.
3. Only a minor fraction of the deviations in the rate of growth 
indicators are statistically explained by the deviations in per capita 
state and local taxes.
U. There is no reliable relationship between differentials in 
state-by-state rates of growth and differentials in state and local 
taxes as a percent of total personal income.
^The inquiry employs three growth index groups (dependent varia­
ble groups); change in personal income, change in value added by manu­
facture, and change in capital expenditures by manufacterers for new 
plant and equipment.
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5. state-by-atate deviations in the rate of growth indexes are 
not associated with deviations in Indexes which represent total state 
and local taxes as a percent of total personal income divided by per 
capita personal income «
6. Our results discredit the naive proposition that economic 
expansion and growth on an absolute basis is greater where total state 
business taxes are lower; the reverse proposition is strongly supported. 
The reader is referred to Section 18 of Chapter III for an explanation 
of these findings.
7. There is little evidence of an association between differen­
tials in per capita gi*owth variables and differentials in total state 
business taxes as a percent of capital expenditures by manufacturers 
for new plant and equipment.
6, Variations in the rate of growth variables are not reliably 
associated with variations In variables which represent total state 
business taxes as a percent of value added by manufacture.
9. The level of total state and local property taxes as a per­
cent of total personal income is a very insensitive barometer of state 
by state rate of growth differentials.
10. Differentials in state-by-state rates of growth are not re­
liably related to differentials in total state general sales taxes as a 
percent of total personal income.
11. Virtually none of the deviations in the rate of growth var­
iables are associated with the deviations in the variables which repre­
sent total state personal income taxes as a percent of total personal
income.
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12, Changes In per capita personal Income are not related to 
the mere existence of either a state personal Income tax or a state 
general sales tax,
1 3. Changes In per capita value added by manufacture are not 
associated with the mere existence of a state corporate Income tax.
Explanation of the Findings
Why Is It that differentials In state and local tax burdens are 
not Inversely associated with differentials In state economic growth?
One presuaqptlon Is that state and local tax collections, at the levels 
which existed during the periods of time under study, were so relatively 
small that they were unimportant expenditures (costs) to both the house­
hold sector and the business sector. An accompaiQrlng presumption In­
volves the state government as a business Intermediary, The process of 
state and local taxation transfers purchasing power from the private 
sector to the state government which. In turn, returns the revenues to 
households and business as payment for goods and services. Along with 
these governmental outlays to households and business, the state Is 
furnishing services and providing facilities to the entire private sec­
tor, In keeping with free enterprise philosophy, and subject to the 
"will of the people," these services are furnished and facilities are 
provided by the state government only when It can more efficiently do 
so. As a result, the real Income of the citizens In the state Is In­
creased, The private sector enjoys services and facilities according 
to the amount of the tax collectionss I.e., those states with relatively 
larger tax burdens provide their citizens with more and better services
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and facilities, And, as a state becomes more productive, its citizens 
demand more and more from the state government in the form of services 
and facilities, such as, for example, better administration, schools, 
and mental institutions. Thus, It may be inferred that taxes are paid 
In relation to the economic affluence of a given state.
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DEFINITIONS OF SELECTED TERMS
State income. State Income is the aggregate of earnings by labor 
and property from the state's current production of goods and serviceso 
The Slim represents compensation of employees, proprietors® Income, ren­
tal Income, net interest and corporate profits* Thus it measures the 
total factor costs of the goods and services produced by the economy* 
Earnings are inclusive of taxes.^
Personal income. Personal Income is the current income received 
by individuals, by unincorporated business, and by nonprofit institutions 
(including pension, trust, and welfare funds) from all sources. It In­
cludes transfers (payments not resulting from current production) from 
government and business such as social security benefits, military pen­
sions , etc., but excludes transfers among persons. Although most of the 
income is In a monetary form, there are important nonmonetary inclusions
— chiefly estimated net rental value to owner-occupants of their homes
2and the value of food consumed on farms.
Disposable personal income. Disposable personal income equals 
personal Income less taxes on individuals (Including income, property, 
and other taxes not deductible as business expense).^
S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United 
States, 19^9, P» 318•
^Ibid., p. 318.
3lbid.. p. 318.
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tfartofacturlng. Manufacturing is defined as the mechanical or 
chemical transformation of inorganic or organic substances into new 
products. The assembly of compact parts or products is also considered 
to be manufacturing if the resulting product is neither a structure nor 
other fixed plant improvement. These activities are usually carried on 
in plants, factories, or mills, which characteristically use power- 
driven machines and material-handling equipment.^
Value added by manufacture, unadjusted  ̂ Unadjusted value added 
by manufacture is obtained by subtracting the cost of materials, sup­
plies and containers, fuel, purchased electric energy, and contract 
work from the value of shipments for products manufactured plus receipts 
for services rendered.^
Value added by manufacture, adjusted. Value added by manufacture, 
adjusted, is equal to unadjusted value plus value added by merchandising 
operations plus the net change in finished goods and work in process in­
ventories between the beginning and the end of the year,^
Expenditures by manufacturers for new plant and equipment. Ex­
penditures made during the year for permanent additions and major 
alterations to plants as well as for new machinery and equipment pur­
chases that were chargeable to fixed-asset accounts of manufacturing
^U. S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Manufactures8 19^8, Vol.
I, Summary Statistics, p. 2.
S. Bureau of the Census, Annual Survey of lybtnufacturess 1962,
p. 15,
*^Ibld., p. IS.
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e s t a b l is h m e n t s  a n d  w e re  o f  a  t y p e  f o r  w h ic h  d e p r e c ia t io n  a c c o u n ts  a r e  
o r d i n a r i l y  m a in t a in e d .  E x p e n d itu r e s  f o r  m a c h in e ry  an d  e q u ip m e n t In c lu d e  
th o s e  m ade f o r  r e p la c e m e n t  p u r p o s e s , as  w e l l  a s  f o r  a d d i t io n s  t o  p l a n t  
c a p a c i t y .  E x c lu d e d  fro m  su ch  e x p e n d i tu r e  t o t a l s  a r e  c o s ts  o f  m a in te n ­
a n c e  a n d  r e p a i r s  c h a rg e d  as  c u r r e n t  o p e r a t in g  e x p e n s e . A ls o  e x c lu d e d  
a r e  e x p e n d i tu r e s  m ade b y  ow n ers  o f  p la n t s  and  e q u ip m e n t le a s e d  t o  r e -
7
p o r t i n g  m a n u f a c t u r e r s .
E co n o m ic  g ro w th . F o r  t h e  p u rp o s e  o f  t h i s  i n q u i r y ,  econom ic  g ro w th  
i s  r e p r e s e n t e d  b y  a n  in c r e a s e  fro m  one  p e r io d  t o  t h e  n e x t  i n  t h e  v a lu e  
o f  a n y  o n e  o f  t h e  d e s ig n a te d  g ro w th  i n d i c a t o r s  o n  a n  a b s o lu t e ,  p e r  c a p i t a ,  
o r  p e r c e n ta g e  b a s is .
T a x e s . C o n t r ib u t io n s  e x a c te d  o f  p e r s o n s ,  c o r p o r a t io n s ,  and  o t h e r  
o r g a n iz a t io n s  b y  t h e  g o v e rn m e n t, a c c o r d in g  t o  la w ,  f o r  t h e  g o v e rn m e n t 's  
g e n e r a l  s u p p o r t  an d  f o r  th e  m a in te n a n c e  o f  p u b l i c  s e r v ic e s .  Am ounts  
r e c e iv e d  b y  a  g o v e rn m e n t f ro m  a  t a x  i t  im p o ses  a r e  c o u n te d  as  t a x  r e v ­
en u e  o f  t h a t  g o v e rn m e n t, e v e n  th o u g h  i n i t i a l l y  c o l l e c t e d  b y  a n o th e r  
g o v e rn m e n tÎ  i n  su ch  in s t a n c e s ,  h o w e v e r , a n y  am ounts  r e t a in e d  b y  t h e  
c o l l e c t i n g  g o v e rn m e n t a r e  t r e a t e d  as  i t s  t a x  r e v e n u e .
S a le s  a n d  g ro s s  r e c e i p t s  t a x e s . T a x e s , in c lu d in g  " l i c e n s e s ” a t  
m o re  t h a n  n o m in a l  r a t e s ,  b a s e d  o n  v o lu m e  o r  v a lu e  o f  t r a n s f e r s  o f  goods  
o r  s e r v i c e s ,  upon g ro s s  r e c e i p t s  t h e r e f r o m ,  o r  u p o n  g ro s s  In c o m e , and  
r e l a t e d  ta x e s  b a s e d  u p o n  u s e ,  s t o r a g e ,  p r o d u c t io n  ( o t h e r  th a n  s e v e ra n c e
^U, S . B u re a u  o f  th e  C en su s , Census o f  M a n u fa c tu r e r s  g 1958* Vol. 
I ,  Summary S t a t i s t i c s ,  p .  H i.
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of national resources). Importation, or consumption of goodso®
General sales or gross receipts taxes. Comprises sales or gross 
receipts taxes which are applicable with only specified exceptions to 
all types of goods and services, or all gross income. Taxes imposed 
distinctively upon sales of or gross receipts from selected commodities, 
services, or businesses are considered separately,^
License taxes. Taxes enacted (either for revenue raising or for 
regulation) as a condition to the exercise of a business or non-business 
privilege, at a flat rate or measured by such bases as capital stock, 
capital surplus, number of business units, or capacity. Excludes taxes 
measured directly by transactions, gross or net income, or value of 
property except those to which only nominal rates apply,
License taxes g Occupations and businesses not elsewhere classi­
fied. License taxes (including examination and inspection fees) required 
of persons engaging in particular professions, trades, or occupations, 
and such taxes on businesses not elsewhere classified. Includes charges 
relating to inspection and marketing of seed, feed, fertilizer, gasoline,
oil, citrus fruit, and other commodities, as well as licenses relating
11to particular business enterprises.
®U. S. Bureau of the Census, Compendium of State Government Fi­
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License taxess Corporations in general, Franchise license 
taxes, organisation, filing and entrance fees, and other license taxes, 
which are applicable, with only specified exceptions to all corpora­
tions .
Property taxes. Taxes conditional on ownership of property and 
measured by its value. Includes general property taxes relating to 
property as a whole, real and personal, tangible or intangible, whether 
taxed at a single rate or at classified rates; and taxes on selected 
types of property, such as motor vehicles or certain intangibles
Individual Income taxes. Taxes on Individuals measured by net 
Income including distinctive taxes on income from interest, dividends, 
and the llke.^
Corporation net income taxes. Taxes on corporations and unin­
corporated businesses (when taxed distinctively from individual income)
1*5measured by net income, ̂
^^Ibid., p, 61c
^^Ibld., p. 63.
^Ibldc, p. 60c 
X^ibldc, p. 58c
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01 I Personal income, by states.
02 V Value added by manufacture, by states.
03 C Capital expenditure by manufac turers for new 
plant and equipment, by states.
OU N Population, by states.
0$ T Total state and local taxes, by states.
06 G State and local property taxes, by states.
07 S State general sales taxes, by states.
08 P State personal income taxes, by states.
09 B' State corporate net income taxes, by states.
10 B" License revenues; corporations in general, by 
states.
11 B“* License revenues; occupations and business not elsewhere classified by states.
12 B Total state business taxes (B“ plus B" plus 
B”®), by states.
13 Pe Existence or nonexistence of a state indivi­dual income tax, by states.
lU Se Existence or nonexistence of a state general sales tax, by states.
15 B'e Existence or nonexistence of a state corporate income tax, by states.
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Ii5. Washington1|6. West Virginia
Ii7. Wisconsin
U8. Wyoming
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